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ABSTRACT

Exploring the Origin of Coronal Mass Ejection Plasma from In Situ Observations of
Ionic Charge State Composition

by

Jacob R. Gruesbeck

Co-Chairs: Susan T. Lepri and Thomas H. Zurbuchen

Solar wind ionic composition measurements are powerful tools in discriminating be-

tween different sources of solar wind as well as identifying interplanetary coronal mass

ejections (ICMEs). First, we present a new charge state evolution model which esti-

mates the coronal electron environment from in situ ionic composition measurements.

The coronal electron profile is not well measured, as direct observations are difficult

to obtain due to the extreme heat and radiation near the sun. Using this model,

we show that the unique bi-modal charge states, observed in the iron charge state

distribution, may be a direct result of the heating and expansion characteristics of a

coronal mass ejection (CME). We next turn our attention to very cool charge states

which are sometimes observed concurrently with hot charge states during ICMEs. We

show that these observations are a result of simultaneous observations of hot plasma

and the remnants of an embedded prominence within the same ICME.

We then use the charge state distribution to explore the origin of suprathermal

plasma observed during ICMEs. Suprathermal plasma is known to be an impor-

tant seed population for solar energetic particles (SEPs) which are accelerated at the
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CME-driven shock, but the plasma which is being accelerated to the suprathermal

energies is not well understood. Using in situ measurements from the Suprathermal

Ion Composition Spectrometer (STICS) onboard the Wind spacecraft and the Solar

Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) on the Advanced Composition Ex-

plorer (ACE), we compare the suprathermal ionic composition to the bulk solar wind

plasma during ICMEs. We present a comparison of suprathermal iron and oxygen

to the co-located bulk plasma distribution during ICMEs as well as the bulk plasma

upstream of the CME-driven shock. This is one of the first studies to present the

suprathermal composition of heavy ions observed in ICME plasma. We find that

there is a strong correlation between the suprathermal plasma and the co-located

bulk plasma and not with the upstream bulk plasma. This implies a local accelera-

tion mechanism is energizing the local bulk plasma to suprathermal energies and not

due to shock acceleration acting on the heliospheric plasma upstream of the ICME.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Ionic composition is one of the most fundamental properties of plasmas and ener-

getic particles in the heliosphere. Compositional characteristics provide information

about the origin, and transport properties of plasmas. Additionally, compositional

differences provide unique patterns to identify the relative importance of the physical

process at work (Geiss et al., 1995; Dayeh et al., 2009; Hill et al., 2009). It is par-

ticularly important to apply compositional signatures to tools to the origins of space

weather - perturbations originating from massive ejections of plasmas and magnetic

field from the Sun, and also the origin of solar energetic particles (Lepri et al., 2001;

Tylka et al., 2005; Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006). Using these unique capabilities

provided from the ionic composition of plasma we will explore the early coronal en-

vironment associated with heliospheric transients as well as investigate the potential

seed population of energetic particles.

1.1 Coronal Mass Ejections

Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are the rapid and explosive eruptions of coronal

plasma entrenched in magnetic field. They are massive events which can act as a

significant loss mechanism of plasma and magnetic flux from the Sun (Low , 1996;

Webb and Howard , 2012, and references therein). For a CME to escape the gravita-
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tional pull of the Sun, they require a great deal of energy. Large Angle Spectroscopic

Coronograph (LASCO) (Brueckner et al., 1995) observations have shown that erupt-

ing CMEs can have an average initial energy of ∼ 1029 ergs (Vourlidas et al., 2010).

A CME most likely receives this energy from the solar magnetic field. Flux emer-

gence and surface flow can act to stress the stable equilibrium of a local magnetic

flux rope, which if stressed enough can lead to an explosive ejection of coronal plasma

(Forbes et al., 2006). Their rate of occurrence is directly tied to the solar cycle, with

ejections occurring nearly 10 times more frequently during solar maximum than near

solar minimum (Gopalswamy et al., 2004). Their release may actually be tied to the

solar cycle variation, through the more tangled and complex magnetic fields observed

during solar maximum (Riley et al., 2006; Owens et al., 2008).

CMEs have been remotely observed erupting from the sun since the early 1970’s,

by early coronagraph observations from Skylab (MacQueen et al., 1980, 1974). Since

then, CMEs have been further investigated using remote observations from a variety

of instruments on board the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) (Dere et al.,

1997;Wiik et al., 1997), Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) (Harrison

et al., 2008) and the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) (Patsourakos et al., 2010), all

measuring the emissions from a vast array of wavelengths. White-light observations

of CMEs have also been produced from instruments such as the LASCO, as seen in

figure 1.1. From all of these different remote measurements, it has been seen that

CMEs are closely associated with enhanced plasma heating and energization during

their ejection from the corona. Additionally, heating of the CME plasma is also

further observed in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft X-ray emissions (Krucker

et al., 2010). This heating is often related back to flares, which can occur during

and immediately after the eruption (Harrison, 1995; Vršnak et al., 2005), as well as

the reconnection processes occurring back at the Sun (Lynch et al., 2004). Energetic

particles produced from these events are often observed in the observations of soft
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Figure 1.1: LASCO C3 coronagraph showing the three part structure of a CME.
Noticeable in the image is the bright leading front, the dark cavity, and
the bright core in the center of the ejecta. Adapted from similar figure in
Riley et al. (2008).

X-rays (Dauphin et al., 2006), hard X-rays (Goff et al., 2005; Temmer et al., 2010),

and gamma-rays (Lin et al., 2003).

CMEs are often observed to have three distinct components when observed in

coronagraph images. For example, the CME observation shown in figure 1.1, shows

the bright leading front, the dark cavity, and the bright core (Illing and Hundhausen,

1986, 1985). The bright front may be composed of the compressed plasma that has

been swept up by the ejecta or was present in overlying magnetic fields above a flux

rope before the eruption. Once ejected, the CME pushes this surrounding plasma out

with it, compressing it as more and more plasma piles up in front of the event. The

dark cavity is a region with very little plasma and dominated by strong magnetic field.

The cavity may be the result of an entrenched flux rope in the CME. Finally, the bright

core is a dense plasma dominated by very cool temperatures. Often, this feature is

interpreted as embedded prominence material confined in the CME (Rouillard , 2011,

and references therein). This three-part structure is observed in nearly ∼ 70% of all
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CMEs observed in coronagraphs (Munro et al., 1979; Webb and Hundhausen, 1987;

Gopalswamy et al., 2003).

Prominences have been observed to erupt along with CMEs in Thompson-scattered

white-light coronagraphs (e.g. Gosling et al., 1974). Solar prominences are large loop-

like structures, with lengths up to 100,000 km or more, that can be suspended above

the Sun for long periods of time, sometimes up to months. Even though they are sus-

pended in the hot coronal environment, they are observed to radiate in visible light,

indicative of cool plasma and even neutral gas (Tandberg-Hanssen, 1995). During

eruption, the prominences have been observed to undergo heating (Ciaravella et al.,

1997, 2001), but are still observed to exhibit very low-charge ions in remote observa-

tions out to 3.5 solar radii (Akmal et al., 2001; Ciaravella et al., 2003). Prominences

are believed to be an important component for the eruption process for some CMEs.

One eruption model describes prominence as a gravitational anchor, preventing the

magnetic flux rope from erupting (Low et al., 1982; Low , 1999). Gravitational forces

will act to drain the plasma from the prominence, disrupting the force balance be-

tween the gravitational anchor of the prominence and the magnetic tension force from

the flux rope. The flux rope can then violently eject from the corona dragging the

prominence with it (Low et al., 2003). Other models suggest that prominences form

around neutral lines, where the surrounding magnetic field is highly sheared (Aulanier

et al., 2000; Karpen et al., 2001). Prominence plasma is then confined along these

neutral lines, which they then call filament channels. When reconnection occurs, dur-

ing the eruption of the CME, closed magnetic fields in the corona reconnects with

the filament channel allowing the prominence plasma to flow along the field lines of

the ejecting flux rope (Lynch et al., 2004).
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1.2 Ionic composition of CME Plasma

Ionic-composition measurements are critical in the exploration of coronal plasma

escaping into the heliosphere. The ionic composition of a plasma describes the dis-

tribution of ions over all possible charge states throughout a given atomic species. A

particle in the corona can have its ionization state altered in a number of ways. An

ion can become ionized by collisional ionization, wherein an electron from the ion’s

outer shell is lost when it collides with free electrons in the plasma, and excitation

autoionization, where an electron from the outermost shell is lost due to the relax-

ation of an inner shell electron (Cowan and Mann, 1979; Hundhausen et al., 1968).

The ion can also recombine with free electrons in the plasma through either radiative

or dielectric recombination (Hundhausen et al., 1968; Ko et al., 1997). The efficiency

of any of these processes is dictated by the density of the free electron pool and the

ionization and recombination reaction rates, which are dependent on the temperature

of the electrons (Mazzotta et al., 1998). When determining the full charge-state dis-

tribution of the plasma, photo-ionization can be neglected as it generally only plays

a significant role for singly charged ions (Marsch et al., 1995).

Very low in the corona, the time-scales for both recombination and ionization

are much shorter than the expansion time-scales of the plasma. The expansion time-

scale of the plasma describes the length of time a parcel of plasma has to adapt to the

local thermal environment. When the atomic physics scales are much shorter, then

the ions are approximately in ionization equilibrium, meaning the ionic distribution

would reflect the local electron temperature. However, as the plasma propagates

further away from the corona, its flow velocity begins to increase and the volume

expands, which in turn causes the density to rapidly decrease. This reduction in

density leads to an increase in the ionization and recombination time scales, meaning

the plasma takes a longer time to adapt to the surrounding plasma. At the point

when the plasma expands faster than its ionization states can adapt to the thermal
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the ionization, τ6, recombination, τ7, and expansion, τe,
timescales for O6+. The freeze-in location occurs when the expansion
time scale becomes smaller than the recombination time scale. Figure
published in Hundhausen et al. (1968).

environment, the plasma is said to become frozen-in. After this point, the charge state

distribution remains static (Hundhausen et al., 1968). Due to the inherent atomic

difference of each element, the freeze-in height can vary widely, but generally occurs

within the first 5 solar radii (Hundhausen et al., 1968; Hundhausen, 1972; Bame et al.,

1974; Buergi and Geiss , 1986; Geiss et al., 1995).

As previously mentioned, once the plasma has become frozen-in, the charge state

distribution no longer evolves as the plasma propagates through the heliosphere. This

enables in situ measurements of the charge state distribution to be used as a probe of

the coronal atmosphere, over regions that are not always able to be directly observed.

The relative abundance of an ionic species is dictated by the temperature and density
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of the surrounding electrons. By taking the ratio of the observed in situ density of two

adjacent ionization states, we can obtain an estimate of the electron temperature at

the freeze-in height of the ions by comparing the ionization and recombination rates.

This is a reasonable assumption in the low corona, when the expansion of the plasma

takes a long time and the ions are able to fully adapt to the surrounding environment.

For example, if the in situ measurements consist of higher charge states, then this

implies that the plasma originated from a hotter coronal environment, causing the

increased amount of ionization. If, however, the charge states are lower than usual,

then this could imply cooler temperatures. The ionic composition is a powerful tool

in understanding the plasma environment of the low corona, which aids to further

investigate the acceleration and heating mechanisms of the solar wind as well as the

origination of the heliospheric transients.

The flow velocity of a plasma dictates the expansion timescale, thereby playing a

critical role in the evolution of the plasma’s charge state distribution. The expansion

timescale describes the amount of time that the plasma has to adjust to the surround-

ing electron environment. When the plasma expands slowly from the corona due to a

small flow velocity, the plasma will be able to fully adapt to the surrounding environ-

ment. However, when the flow velocity is large, enabling a fast expansion, the plasma

is not capable of fully adapting, eventually causing the charge state distribution to

remain static throughout the rest of the expansion. Figure 1.2 plots the competing

ionization and recombination timescales to the plasma’s expansion timescale. At the

point the expansion timescale becomes smaller than the rate of recombination for

the ion, the plasma is said to be frozen-in since the charge state distribution will

then remain static for the rest of the plasma’s expansion throughout the heliosphere.

In turn, in situ observed ionic composition is able to estimate the coronal electron

temperatures at the height when the plasma freezes-in.

The composition of heliospheric plasma is often measured with time-of-flight
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mass spectrometers, such as the Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS)

(Gloeckler et al., 1992, 1998) on both the Ulysses spacecraft (Wenzel et al., 1992) and

the Advanced Composition Spectrometer (ACE) (Stone et al., 1998). Particles enter

this type of an instrument through a deflection system which only allows particles

with a particular energy-per-charge to enter the detector. For SWICS on Ulysses, the

energy range covered is 0.16−59.6 keV/e spanning the entirety of the bulk solar wind

energies. Ions making it through the deflection system undergo a post-acceleration

voltage which speeds the ions up enough to penetrate a carbon foil at the entrance

of the time-of-flight (TOF) telescope. While passing through the carbon foil, the ion

scatters secondary electrons from the foil, triggering a start signal for the time-of-

flight determination. After traveling the length of the TOF telescope, the ion hits a

solid state detector (SSD) which measures the total kinetic energy of the ion. When

the ion impacts the SSD it scatters more secondary electrons, triggering the stop sig-

nal for the time-of-flight calculation. With both the start time and stop time of the

ion, the time the ion spent traveling through the TOF is known. This leads directly

to the ability to calculate the velocity of the ion. With both the total kinetic energy

and the velocity of the ion known, it is possible to estimate the mass of the ion, aiding

in the identification of the atomic species. Finally, measurements of the energy-per-

charge, velocity, and total energy of the particle make it possible to identify the ionic

species as well as calculate the phase space distribution of the plasma observed by

the instrument.

1.3 Observations of ICMEs

A CME propagating through the heliosphere is typically referred to as an Inter-

planetary Coronal Mass Ejection (ICME). ICME plasma has many distinct properties

(Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006, and references therein) that make discriminating

it from the background heliospheric plasma possible. Studies by Jian et al. (2006) and
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Richardson and Cane (2010) have used these features to create lists of ICME plasma

observed in situ by the ACE and Wind (Acuña et al., 1995; Harten and Clark , 1995)

spacecraft.

Figure 1.3 shows data from ACE measured in early 2005, adapted from a figure

originally published in Gilbert et al. (2012). During this time period, two different

ICMEs were observed, each illustrating a few examples of some of the typical plasma

indicators. The two ICMEs are bounded by the vertical blue and black lines, with

solid lines indicating the start times and the dashed lines indicating the end times, as

determined by Richardson and Cane (2010). The top three panels show the usual bulk

plasma parameters, measured from both the SWICS and the Solar Wind Electron,

Proton, and Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) (McComas et al., 1998). In the second

ICME, denoted by the black line, we see a decreasing plasma velocity. Decreasing

plasma velocity is typically observed in an ICME due to the expansion of the event as

it propagates through the heliosphere (Klein and Burlaga, 1982; Russell and Shinde,

2003; Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006). The expansion of the plasma also decreases

the density, since the ICME is magnetically confined with no significant source or loss

mechanisms for the plasma. This is seen in the second ICME. The proton density

steadily decreases throughout the duration of the event. As the plasma expands it,

in turn, will also cool adiabatically(Gosling et al., 1973; Richardson and Cane, 1995;

Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006), resulting in decreasing bulk plasma temperatures.

Both of the ICMEs exhibit this expected decrease in the proton temperature, with it

being more noticeable in the second ICME.

The next three panels of Figure 1.3 show compositional measurements of the

ICME plasma for iron, oxygen, and carbon, from the SWICS instrument on ACE.

Charge states indicative of hot plasma temperatures, such as those experienced by

the ICME during the ejection process, have been shown to be a strong indicator

of ICME plasma (Hirshberg et al., 1971; Bame et al., 1979; Fenimore, 1980; Henke
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Figure 1.3: In situ observations of two ICME during 2005. The first is bounded with
blue lines and the second is bounded by black. The start periods are
denoted by solid lines and the end of the periods are denoted by dashed
lines, as determined by Richardson and Cane (2010). Figure adapted
from Gilbert et al. (2012).
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et al., 2001; Lepri et al., 2001; Rodriguez et al., 2004; Lepri and Zurbuchen, 2004).

During the ejection process, as we have previously discussed, CME plasma can be

heated by reconnection. This heats the plasma to higher temperatures, which is

then observable in the hot charge states of all three species appearing during the

first ICME, bounded by the blue lines of Figure 1.3. In addition to hot ionic charge

states, there have also been a very small number of ICMEs observed with cooler

charge state composition (Gosling et al., 1980; Zwickl et al., 1982; Gloeckler et al.,

1999; Skoug et al., 1999; Lepri and Zurbuchen, 2010; Gilbert et al., 2012). These have

been explained as direct observations of the very dense cold prominence that is often

remotely observed accompanying CMEs. An example of this can be seen towards the

end of the second ICME in Fig 1.3, where all three atomic species exhibit very low

ionization states, indicative of cold plasma temperatures. In addition, to the cold

charge states of carbon, oxygen, and iron, singly charged helium can be observed

during ICME plasma (Gosling et al., 1980; Schwenn et al., 1980; Gloeckler et al.,

1999). These helium observations are related to prominence observations as well.

The bottom panel shows the magnitude of the magnetic field, as measured by

the Magnetic Field Experiment (MAG) (Smith et al., 1998) on ACE. In both the

ICMEs, we observe an enhancement of the magnitude of the magnetic field during

the ICME time period. This has been shown to be indicative of a Magnetic Cloud

(MC) embedded in the ICME. An MC is described as a magnetic flux rope that

dominates the configuration of the magnetic field in the ICME (Lepping et al., 1990;

Mulligan and Russell , 2001). MCs are observed to occur with enhanced magnetic

fields which smoothly rotate with depressed proton temperatures and plasma beta

(Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006; Klein and Burlaga, 1982; Hirshberg and Colburn,

1969). MCs only occur in a subset of ICMEs (Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006),

while others have a very complex magnetic field configurations, not easily relatable

to a flux-rope structure (Burlaga et al., 2002).
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It is important to remember that ICMEs often do not exhibit all of the features

described in Zurbuchen and Richardson (2006). As can be seen in Figure 1.3, the

first ICME, denoted by the blue lines, show expected hot charge states but do not

show the typical bulk plasma parameter characteristics. The inverse is true in the

second ICME, denoted by the black lines. The bulk plasma density, velocity, and

temperature all decrease throughout the duration of the ICME due to expansion, but

the charge state composition does not exhibit ionic states indicative of hot plasma

temperatures. Instead, the plasma shows cold plasma ionic states towards the end of

the time period. This is not unexpected, as in situ observations are only taken along

the path the spacecraft takes through the event. This ends up being a very small

observation of a very large structure. Through the advent of state-of-the-art models

and multiple spacecraft observations, in situ determinations of the global structure

have begun to be explored (Reinard et al., 2010; Lynch et al., 2011; Lepri et al., 2012;

Reinard et al., 2012) using ACE, Ulysses, Wind, and the STEREO spacecrafts.

1.4 CMEs and Space Weather

As previously mentioned, ICMEs are very large ejections of solar plasma and

magnetic flux from the surface of the Sun. It is not surprising then, that they are

a primary driver of space weather events near Earth. ICMEs which impact Earth

have been observed to be a possible cause of non-recurrent geomagnetic storms. A

geomagnetic storm is a period of time when the magnetosphere becomes intensely

energized causing an enhanced convective electric field. This occurs when an ICME,

or some other strong heliospheric feature, compacts the magnetosphere which then

can trigger a sudden storm commencement (Veenadhari et al., 2012). The sudden

storm commencement may precede the beginning of the geomagnetic storm and is

described as a period of time when the Earth’s horizontal magnetic field, measured

by surface magnetometers, changes drastically. If the magnetic field lines of the
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ICME are oriented southward, they can then reconnect with the magnetic field of

Earth, connecting the ICME magnetic field lines directly to the Earth’s magnetic

field. Plasma from the ICME is then able to precipitate down the field lines into the

ionosphere, thereby intensifying the aurora and even allowing it to be observable at

lower latitudes than normal. These field lines are swept behind the Earth, by the solar

wind, which compresses the magnetotail as they pile up. This increases reconnection

occurring in the tail, enhancing the amount of plasma flowing from the tail back to

the Earth’s inner magnetosphere. This plasma flow produces a strong enhancement

of the ring current(Gonzalez et al., 1994). This flow of flux and energy transfer in the

magnetosphere is called a geomagnetic storm (Tsurutani et al., 1988; Gonzalez et al.,

1994; Koskinen and Huttunen, 2006; Gopalswamy , 2008).

Figure 1.4 shows an observation, from the ISEE-3 spacecraft, of the magnetic

field and bulk plasma parameters during a strong geomagnetic storm on August 28

of 1978, as published in Gonzalez et al. (1994). The geomagnetic storm is noticeable

in the disturbance storm time index, Dst. The Dst measures the variation of the

horizontal magnetic field at the magnetic equator. When this value varies greatly,

it is indicative of compressed magnetospheric fields and increased ring currents. On

August 28, we can see a dramatic drop in the Dst reaching nearly −200 nT. Immedi-

ately preceding the geomagnetic storm we observe many of the common features of

an MC, as described early. Occurring near the beginning of August 28, we observe

a large increase in the magnitude of the magnetic field as well as a smooth rotation

in the vector components. During the MC we also observe the expected decrease in

velocity and density. Further preceding this, on August 27, we observe a shock. All

of these are indicative of an expanding ICME, with a preceding driven shock, which

then triggers the observed geomagnetic storm.

Geomagnetic storms can be the direct ramifications of space weather events on

the Earth’s magnetosphere and can cause a variety of hazards in the Earth system.
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Figure 1.4: Magnetic field and plasma measurements from the ISEE-3 spacecraft.
A large MC can be observed on August 27 with the accompanying large
geomagnetic storm occurring on August 28. Figure published in (Gonzalez
et al., 1994).
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Enhanced ring currents and increased flux propagating down the auroral field lines

has direct impacts on the radiation environment along spacecraft orbits which can

then effect them in a variety of ways. First, the larger flux and currents will increase

the incident radiation which the spacecraft has to endure, potentially damaging crit-

ical components. Additionally, the increased flux will increase the density of the

plasma that the spacecraft is traveling through. The increase of density will cause

the spacecraft to experience greater atmospheric drag during its travel. The altitude

which a satellite orbits at is directly related to its velocity. An increased drag on

the spacecraft will decrease the velocity of the satellite, which can greatly effect the

orbit of the satellite. Skylab re-entered the Earth’s atmosphere early due to increased

drag on the spacecraft from a storm (Compton and Benson, 1983). Finally, the en-

hanced flux may cause the spacecraft to become charged. As more electrons impact

the spacecraft, they can become embedded on the satellite increasing the potential on

the vessel. A strong potential on the spacecraft can result in arcing of the components

which damages the spacecraft.

The effects can be felt on the surface of the Earth as well. The enhanced currents

occurring in the ionosphere during geomagnetic storms can induce currents on the

surface of the Earth. Oil pipelines, electrical grids, and communication grids can all

become damaged by the induced currents. The blackout of 1981 in Quebec, Canada

was caused by a geomagnetic storm. The induced currents blew circuit breakers,

melted transformers, and heavily overloaded the entire system. The entire system

failed for nearly 9-hours as a direct result (Boteler et al., 1998).

Finally, geomagnetic storms can cause radiation hazards to humans during space-

flight or onboard planes flying over the poles. Aircraft fly at high altitudes, into the

stratosphere, when they fly over the poles. This takes the aircraft into the region

where the flux precipitates down polar field lines, causing them to experience a much

larger dose of radiation than flights at lower latitudes. During geomagnetic storms
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the dose of radiation for both space travelers and polar flight passengers is greatly

increased (Singh et al., 2010). This can increase the risk of radiation sickness and

even cancer for these individuals (Reitz et al., 1998; Cole, 2003).

ICMEs have other impacts other than just causing geomagnetic storms of the

magnetosphere, they can also drive interplanetary shocks (IP) preceding the events.

ICMEs often travel at velocities greater than the local magneto-sonic speed causing

the shock to form (Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006; Corona-Romero et al., 2012).

Figure 1.5 shows an illustration of this driven shock. Upstream of the ICME we

see the driven shock. The region in between the ICME and the shock is called the

sheath. The sheath consists of piled up shocked heliospheric plasma that is being

pushed through interplanetary space by the event as well as coronal plasma which

gets pushed out during the ejection of the CME. Sometimes a reverse shock can also

be observed to form behind the CME, occurring with events that originate from high

latitudes (Gosling et al., 1988, 1994). Their cause is not fully understood yet, but

they may be formed by the over-expansion of the ICME (Gosling et al., 1988, 1994),

or from the interaction of deflected slow and fast wind streams in the rear of the

ICME (Manchester and Zurbuchen, 2006).

These ICME driven shocks are one possible source of Solar Energetic Particles

(SEPs) (Reames , 2013, and references therein). SEPs are particles with energies

ranging from hundreds of keV all the way to GeV. The shock produces these particles

through diffusive shock acceleration. Particles can gain energy at shocks through

adiabatic heating in the compressed plasma downstream of the shock. During dif-

fusive shock acceleration particles experience these compressions multiple times if

they become magnetically bottled between the turbulent magnetic field upstream

and downstream of the shock. Particles that are energetic enough can then bounce

back and forth across the shock, continually gaining more energy each time it becomes

heated in the compressed region. Eventually the particles will gain enough energy
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of the ICME-driven shock directly preceding the event. The
plasma in between the shock and the ICME is referred to as the sheath.
Adapted from Corona-Romero et al. (2012).

that they escape the shock front altogether, leaving the region with much greater

energies (Drury , 1983). Bulk particles are not necessarily mobile enough to jump

across the shock multiple times, but the suprathermal particles may be. By com-

paring compositional measurements of the SEP particles streaming from the ICME

to the suprathermal plasma composition of the ICME, it has been observed that the

two plasmas are related (Desai et al., 2006; Mewaldt et al., 2006). The suprathermal

plasma may be a very important seed population for the SEP particles which are

accelerated by ICMEs.

Energetic particles from ICMEs can also pose problems for spacecraft in the helio-

sphere. They can be caused by the SEP mechanism, as previously described, or can

be produced in the flare and reconnection sites during the ejection of the CME. They

can negatively effect many instrument measurements as they saturate detectors with

increased noise. One example of this, is the particle ”snow” that occurs in LASCO

coronagraph images just after the observation of a CME ejection. These particles can
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also damage spacecraft, as the most energetic ions can travel through the radiation

shielding protecting critical components, such as onboard memory and the computer

systems, and damage them (Larson and Wertz , 2005).

1.5 Suprathermal Particles

Heliospheric suprathermal particles are composed of ions ranging in energies from

1 keV to > 100 keV. Figure 1.6 shows a long term accumulation of a distribution

function of heliospheric protons measured by Ulysses/SWICS near 5 AU. The distri-

butions are not Maxwellian, but exhibit two additional contributions. The first one

is coming from interstellar pickup ions - interstellar gas penetrating into the helio-

sphere and being ionized and picked up by the expanding magnetic field. The second

contribution is a near power-law expansion referred to as a suprathermal tail that

consist of particles that have been accelerated to energies greater than both the solar

wind and the pick-up ions. It can be seen that the the suprathermal plasma occurs

at much lower densities than the normal solar wind, nearly a factor of 106 smaller on

average. Particles from all of the usual solar atomic species have been observed with

suprathermal energies, with compositions reflecting that of the solar wind (Mason

et al., 2012). Particles with these energies can be an important seed population for

even more energetic particles, as they can more easily be accelerated to even higher

energies than the bulk solar wind plasma. Suprathermal ions are known to be further

accelerated at co-rotating interaction regions (CIRs) (Mason et al., 2012), as well as

other IP shocks, as one mechanism for producing SEPs (Tylka et al., 2005; Reames ,

2013). The phase space distribution of the observed suprathermal tail has the form

of a power law, as seen in figure 1.6 (Fisk and Gloeckler , 2006, 2007; Gloeckler et al.,

2008).

The acceleration responsible for suprathermal particles has been widely debated,

with two processes being the most discussed, namely diffusive shock acceleration and
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Figure 1.6: Long duration accumulation of the proton distribution function observed
during slow solar wind. The three main populations of the proton dis-
tribution are denoted. Observations made by Ulysses/SWICS. Figure
published in Fisk and Gloeckler (2007).

stochastic acceleration such as the pump mechanism (Fisk and Gloeckler , 2012a). Dif-

fusive shock acceleration has long been associated with energetic particle acceleration,

including being invoked in an attempt to understand the origin of the suprathermal

plasma (Bell , 1978; Blandford and Ostriker , 1978; Drury , 1983; Lee et al., 2012).

Jokipii and Lee (2010) and Giacalone (2012) have both proposed that IP shocks can

accelerate the local solar wind plasma up to the suprathermal energy regime using

a diffusive shock acceleration mechanism. The bulk solar wind particles experience

scattering across the shock front, causing them to bounce back and forth, continually

experiencing the shock potential and increase in energy. Fisk and Gloeckler (2012a)

have argued that the efficiency of solar wind particles being accelerated by the shock is

too low to account for the propensity of the common spectral index in the suprather-

mal population. In order for the particles to bounce back-and-forth across the shock,

they must have initial energies greater than the local thermal velocity. This enables

the random motions of the particles to diffuse back and forth across the shock.
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Instead they argue for a pump mechanism, in which particles experience expan-

sions and contractions in the local plasma (Fisk and Gloeckler , 2008, 2012a). When

the local plasma becomes contracted it undergoes adiabatic heating, which energizes

the plasma. Conversely, expansions causes a decrease in the overall energy of the

particles. The most energetic particles are able to escape the local compression re-

gion, before the plasma expands, retaining a higher energy than what the particle

initial had. As the plasma experiences a number of expansions and contractions, the

plasma’s particles diffusive throughout the energy spectrum forming the suprathermal

tail. These expansions and contractions can come from many places, with turbulence

in the magnetic field being the most likely source in the heliosphere. The robustness of

the mechanism has made it possible to employ it in a wide array of applications. They

have used the pump mechanism outside of the heliosphere, to attempt to understand

particle acceleration in the heliosheath, producing Anomalous Cosmic Rays (ACRs)

(Fisk and Gloeckler , 2009) and even in interstellar space, producing the Galactic

Cosmic Rays (GCRs) (Fisk and Gloeckler , 2012b).

1.6 The Suprathermal Ion Composition Spectrometer

Suprathermal plasma has been traditionally measured by in situ mass spectrom-

eters, such as SWICS on ACE and Ulysses. The deflection system of both SWICS

instruments allow particles with an energy up to ∼ 100 keV/e to be measured. This

enables the highest energy measurements from these sensors to sample the low en-

ergy portion of the suprathermal tail. These instrument were specifically designed to

observe the lower energy bulk plasma. In order to avoid saturation of the sensors,

the instruments were designed to accommodate the higher density observations of

the solar wind. This hinders the ability of these instruments to make accurate high-

cadence observations of the suprathermal tail. Therefore, many studies have had to

use long time accumulations of the suprathermal plasma, to minimize the statistical
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error of the suprathermal measurements. Instruments have been built to specifically

observe the suprathermal energy regime have begun to be used, such as the Plasma

and Suprathermal Ion Composition (PLASTIC) investigation (Galvin et al., 2008) on

the Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) (Kaiser et al., 2008) and the

Suprathermal Ion Composition Spectrometer (STICS) (Gloeckler et al., 1995) on the

Wind spacecraft.

STICS is a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, similar to SWICS but without a

post acceleration voltage applied to the incoming particle. STICS measures particles

with energies between 6.2−223.1 keV/e, enabling full ion composition measurements

focused on the ions in the suprathermal energy regime, producing a similar data

product to SWICS. Wind is a spin-stabilized spacecraft with the field-of-view of

STICS oriented perpendicular to the spin axis. This, coupled with three distinct

telescopes observing different elevation angles, STICS is able to observe the full three-

dimensional distribution function of the suprathermal plasma (Gloeckler et al., 1995;

Chotoo, 1998).

Prior to 2004, the Wind spacecraft focused primarily on observing the interaction

between the heliosphere and the Earth’s magnetosphere through a large number of

petal orbits crossing the bow shock. Using a 5 year span of orbits taking the spacecraft

into the heliosphere, Posner et al. (2002) discuss observations of low charge state

heavy ions upstream of Earth’s bow shock. They found occurrences of these events

as far as 130 Re upstream of the bow shock. Additionally, the occurrence of such

events is seen to increase during solar maximum. They conclude that these events

are produced from substorm activity occurring at the Earth when the IMF is such

that magnetic field lines are able to be mapped from the dayside reconnection site out

to Wind. Posner et al. (2003) builds upon this study by analyzing in greater detail

one such observation of O+ and N+ upstream of the bow shock to determine the

spatial structure of the outflow. Using the full 3-dimensional distribution function
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they are able to put constraints on the geometry of the flux tube containing these

escaping ions. The petal orbits of Wind crossed the trajectory of the moon a number

of time, providing a the chance to observe lunar pick-up ions (Mall et al., 1998).

Observations such as this give insight into the composition of pick-up ions from the

lunar source, namely O+, Al+, Si+ and even maybe P+.

After mid 2004, the Wind spacecraft moved out into a stationary orbit about the

first Lagrange point (L1) in order to continually observe heliospheric plasma. Before

this though studies have been conducted singing out heliospheric plasma observations.

(Chotoo et al., 1998) presented a combination of the helium observations from both

STICS and the high mass resolution spectrometer (MASS) to span particle velocities

of v/vsw ≈ 0.8 − 1.6. They then show that a kappa function produces the best

fit to this extended distribution. (Chotoo, 1998; Chotoo et al., 2000) continue to

combine STICS and MASS observations from the Wind spacecraft as well as using

data from the Suprathermal Energetic Particle (STEP) instrument to investigate the

seed population for particles that are accelerated at co-rotating interaction regions

(CIRs). This study made a number of important conclusions such as the fact that

suprathermal CIR ions are accelerated in the inner hellosphere and not the outer

heliosphere as previously believed (Fisk and Lee, 1980). Additionally, in at least one

of the CIRs they investigated they concluded that the acceleration was not associated

with a shock mechanism, but instead most likely from a statistical or compressional

mechanism.

1.7 Science Questions

Compositional measurements have been shown to be powerful discriminators of

CME plasma, constraining the origination site of the solar wind, either streamer

source or coronal-hole source (Geiss et al., 1995; von Steiger et al., 2000; von Steiger ,

2008). They have also been used to make estimates of the plasma environment in the
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corona, near the heights at which the ions become frozen-in. This region is important

in the acceleration and heating of the solar wind and the physical process at play

during the eruption of solar transients. However, these processes are still not fully

understood, as the ability to make observation of coronal plasma is difficult. In this

work, we push the uses of composition measurements further in order to investigate

important questions relating to the origin of observed plasma. Namely,

1. What are the characteristic of the early coronal environment during CME erup-

tions?

2. What is the origin of the seed population for the suprathermal plasma?

1.7.1 What are the Characteristic of the Early Coronal Environment

During CME Eruptions?

During their early eruption, reconnection processes in the corona and plasma in-

teractions with the ambient coronal plasma and solar wind, shape the thermodynamic

evolution of CMEs. As a CME erupts, magnetic field lines reconnect back to the sun

closing off both the transient and the solar field it originated from, thereby dissipating

magnetic energy as well as accelerating particles. Associated with the eruptions, flares

are occasionally observed. Flares and reconnection jets are likely consequences of the

magnetic reconfiguration during the eruption and its subsequent relaxation process.

Compressions of the plasma occurring during the reconnection process can act to heat

the plasma rapidly after the CME erupts. Further downstream the transient begins

to expand and adiabatically cools. This causes the temperature and density of the

CME to decrease as it travels through the heliosphere. These drastic temperature

environments that the CME experiences are not without consequence on the ionic

composition. The ionic composition of the plasma can be pushed further away from

the equilibrium distribution. Utilizing the in situ measured ionic composition states,
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we can estimate the early coronal electron environment that the CME plasma experi-

ences during the ejection, as well as understand how the unique expansion properties

of the CME effect the plasma environment. To address this important question, we

have developed a model for ionic charge states that helps to relate the violent plasma

interactions in the corona and can predict in situ charge states.

First, in chapter II we discuss the results of the Gruesbeck et al. (2011) study. In

this study, we develop the dynamic charge state evolution model that will be used to

recreate the in situ ionic composition using an imposed electron density, temperature,

and bulk flow velocity profiles. Using this model we investigate the compositional

observations of hot plasma co-located with cooler plasma during ICMEs. Doing

this,we are able to place constraints on the electron environment and the effect of the

ICMEs expansion on the resulting composition. Chapter III focus on the unusually

cool charge states that are sometimes observed in ICMEs. We discuss the results of

the Gruesbeck et al. (2012) study. Even though we had earlier shown that hot charge

states can be produced concurrently with colder states because of the expansion effects

of the CME, we show that these incredibly cool charge states are not capable of being

produced from a single plasma. Instead we determine that these observations are in

fact in situ measurements of both ICME plasma and remnant prominence plasma.

Finally, in chapter IV we discuss a few innovative studies that have been facilitated

by the charge state evolution model. We discuss the studies of Landi et al. (2012a),

Landi et al. (2012b), and Zurbuchen et al. (2012) which uses the charge state evolution

model to constrain the coronal environment where solar wind originates from. We

also discuss the use of the charge state model as a validation tool for MHD solar wind

models and the use of bridging remote observations to in situ measurements.
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1.7.2 What is the Origin of the Seed Population for the Suprathermal

Plasma?

By utilizing the unique ionic compositional characteristic of ICMEs, we can explore

the source of the suprathermal plasma observed in an ICME by comparing it to the

bulk plasma upstream of the transient. If the shock is the primary mechanism then

the suprathermal composition will resemble that of the unshocked plasma upstream.

However, if a local mechanism is at play, the suprathermal plasma will resemble

that of the co-located bulk plasma. Either one of these mechanisms will have strong

implications on the resulting composition of the suprathermal particles observed in

situ during the event.

To address the acceleration process of suprathermal particles, we develop new

data from the STICS sensor, as discussed in Chapter V. We focus on two new

analysis techniques, we have developed, to investigate the ICME suprathermal particle

composition. First, we describe a new accumulation method to produce the phase

space distribution. Typically, we accumulate the observed counts for a specified period

of time and then calculate the phase space distribution. Instead, we have devised

an accumulation method where the cadence varies in order to achieve a minimum

threshold of statistical error in each measurement period.

In Chapter VI, we present the study comparing the suprathermal particle com-

position to that of the thermal bulk composition during a select number of ICMEs.

ICMEs events to study were determined using the adaptive cadence method in which

the statistical error was the smallest for heavy ion observations. This is presented

in chapter VI. We find that the suprathermal plasma is strongly correlated to the

co-located bulk plasma and not very related to the bulk plasma upstream of the CME-

driven shock. This result has strong implications on the origin of the suprathermal

seed population.
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CHAPTER II

Constraints on Coronal Mass Ejection Evolution

from in Situ Observations of Ionic Charge States

The text in this chapter was published in: Gruesbeck, J. R., S. T. Lepri, T.

H. Zurbuchen, and S. K. Antiochos (2011), Constraints on Coronal Mass Ejection

Evolution from in Situ Observations of Ionic Charge States, ApJ, 739, 103.

Abstract

We present a novel procedure for deriving the physical properties of Coronal Mass

Ejections (CMES) in the corona. Our methodology uses in situ measurements of

ionic charge states of C, O, Si, and Fe in the heliosphere and interprets them in the

context of a model for the early evolution of ICME plasma, between 2 - 5 R⊙. We

find that the data is best fit by an evolution that consists of an initial heating of

the plasma, followed by an expansion that ultimately results in cooling. The heating

profile is consistent with a compression of coronal plasma due to flare reconnection

jets and an expansion cooling due to the ejection, as expected from the standard

CME/flare model. The observed frozen-in ionic charge states reflect this time-history

and, therefore, provide important constraints for the heating and expansion time-

scales, as well as the maximum temperature the CME plasma is heated to during
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its eruption. Furthermore, our analysis places severe limits on the possible density

of CME plasma in the corona. We discuss the implications of our results for CME

models and for future analysis of ICME plasma composition.

2.1 Introduction

Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are an important source of plasma and magnetic

field in the heliosphere and the drivers of space weather events near Earth. They are

characterized by the rapid and explosive release of large quantities of coronal material

entrapped in its magnetic field. The rate of occurrence of CMEs is directly tied to

the solar cycle (Gopalswamy et al., 2004) making them one important consequence

of solar activity. Ejections from the Sun are more prevalent during solar maximum

conditions and occur nearly 10 times less frequently (Gopalswamy et al., 2004) in the

deepest of the solar minimum.

CMEs are observed remotely in many wavelengths including white-light observa-

tions, by the Large Angle Spectroscopic Coronagraph (LASCO) (Brueckner et al.,

1995), for example. Indeed, many CMEs are observed to be closely associated with

enhanced plasma heating and energization, often relating to flare events during and

immediately following the eruption (Harrison, 1995; Vršnak et al., 2005). Extreme

ultraviolet (EUV) and soft X-ray emissions are most often used to analyze such heat-

ing (Krucker et al., 2010). These energization events can release energetic particles

which are observed in remote observations of soft X-ray (Dauphin et al., 2006), hard

X-ray (Temmer et al., 2010; Goff et al., 2005), and gamma-ray (Lin et al., 2003).

Energetic particles can further interact with plasma near the Sun, in particular near

the chromosphere, and lead to chromospheric evaporation events. We can directly

observe the heliospheric manifestations of the erupted plasma, the so-called Inter-

planetary CMEs (ICMEs) which are characterized by specific plasma characteristics

(Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006).
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ICMEs are usually associated with magnetically dominated plasma, which appear

to be approximately in a Taylor state with smooth and near force-free magnetic

fields (Burlaga et al., 1981). ICMEs observed near 1 AU often have bulk speeds

that exceed that of the surrounding solar wind and therefore are associated with

interaction signatures, such as compressions or shocks (Zurbuchen and Richardson,

2006, and references therein). Additionally, there are important expansion signatures,

such as steadily decreasing velocity profiles, and depressed proton temperatures and

densities (Gosling et al., 1973; Richardson and Cane, 1995). Unusual charge states

of heavy ions in the ICME plasma is another important signature (Bame et al., 1979;

Henke et al., 1998; Lepri et al., 2001; Lepri and Zurbuchen, 2004; Rodriguez et al.,

2004; Zurbuchen et al., 2003). In fact, these compositional signatures were recently

shown to be more prevalent than initially assumed, making them a powerful tool in

ICME identification (Richardson and Cane, 2004, 2010).

Figure 2.1, shows the plasma, magnetic field and compositional signatures of an

example ICME as observed with the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) (Stone

et al., 1998). The steadily decreasing velocity profile, the low density and depressed

temperatures are all signatures of an expanding magnetic cloud. The ICME is mag-

netically dominated and has the key characteristics of a flux-rope configuration.

Figure 2.1G-K show measurements of the ionic distribution of C, O, Si and Fe.

Unusually high charge states in C, O, Si, and Fe are the most important compositional

signatures of this ICME, and many others; indicative of enhanced collisional ionization

near the Sun. In fact, it has been reported that 50% of all ICMEs exhibit elevated

charge states in Fe (Lepri et al., 2001) and generally, exhibit elevated states in the

other species as well. The oxygen charge distribution, which usually peaks at O6+ in

the solar wind, peaks at O7+, which is also observed in the O7+/O6+ ratio, and has

important contributions of O8+. Similarly, carbon charge distributions in ICMEs are

observed to be strongly dominated by C6+, the fully ionized state. The most unusual
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Figure 2.1: Summary of plasma parameters and charge state distribution for an ICME
observed on February 18, 2003 by the ACE spacecraft. From top to
bottom we show proton velocity (Vp), proton density (Np), proton tem-
perature (Tp), magnetic field magnitude (|B|), RTN longitude (λ), RTN
latitude (δ), O7+/O6+ ratio, Fe charge state distribution (QFe), Si charge
state distribution (QSi), O charge state distribution (QO), and Ca charge
state distribution (QCa). The ICME plasma field begins at the solid red
line, at 0400 UT on February 18, 2003, and ends at the dashed red line, at
1600 UT on February 19, 2003, where these boundaries were determined
by (Richardson and Cane, 2010). It can be seen that the all four charge
state distributions experience an enhancement during the ICME interval.
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ionic charge state related to ICME plasma is the Ne-like charge state of Fe (q = 16)

clearly visible in Figure 2.1H (Lepri et al., 2001). Similarly, as we will discuss later,

that silicon tends to be observed preferentially with a He-like charge state, ionized to

Si12+, as shown in Figure 2.1I.

The exact configuration of the observed ionization state is affected by collisional

ionization, from electrons colliding with the ions in the plasma, and excitation au-

toionization , where electrons from the outermost shells are lost due to the relaxation

of an inner shell electron (Cowan and Mann, 1979; Hundhausen et al., 1968; Hund-

hausen, 1972). The observed ionization states are an important indicator of the

CME’s thermal environment close to the Sun. They are formed through a freeze-in

process within 1-5 solar radii (R⊙) (Bame et al., 1974; Buergi and Geiss , 1986; Hund-

hausen et al., 1968; Hundhausen, 1972). Very close to the Sun, while time-scales for

recombination and ionization are much shorter than the plasma’s expansion time-

scale, the ionization states of heavy ions are approximately in ionization equilibrium,

reflecting the local electron temperature. Due to the CME’s expansion into the helio-

sphere, the electron density decreases rapidly and thus the recombination time-scale

increases as well. At a given heliocentric distance - depending on the specific char-

acteristics of each ion, and the electron environment - the ionic charge states freezes

in and no longer changes. At this point, the charge-state is said to be “frozen in.”

Due to the characteristic differences of atomic physics for each ion, the heliocentric

distance where freeze-in occurs varies widely, and simultaneously observed charge-

state distributions become a sensitive measure for the thermal evolution of the CME

plasma near the Sun during the entire radial range where freeze-in occurs.

The unique nature of ICME charge states is further illustrated by Figure 2.2,

showing a comparison of a time-period of slow solar wind composition observed from

0000 UT to 0200 UT on July 30, 2003 with observation of an ICME from 0200 UT to

0400 UT on January 27, 2003. It is evident from Figure 2.2, that there is a noticeable
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Figure 2.2: A comparison of the slow solar wind (left) and of ICME plasma (right).
The ICME plasma shows enhanced charge states for all four atomic species
compared to the typical solar wind. Note the bimodal structure of Fe with
peaks at Fe10+ and Fe16+. For more details, refer to text.

increase in ionic charge states for each element in the ICME plasma compared to

the typical wind. There is also a significant change in the qualitative nature of

the distributions. Specifically: (1) a significant fraction of C becomes fully ionized;

(2) O shows large deviations from O6+, a He-like charge state that dominates solar

wind measurements; (3) Si charge states are substantially increased for the ICME

period and peak at Si12+, the He-like charge state; and (4) Fe transitions into a bi-

modal charge-distribution peaked around Fe10+ and Fe16+, the Ne-like charge state

discussed earlier. Such bi-modal charge distributions have been anecdotally reported

before, but it is not generally known how common they are within ICMEs.

The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, we survey ionic charge states in

ICME plasma to determine the rate of occurrence of bi-modal Fe charge state dis-
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tributions. Secondly, we develop a model to determine physical constraints for the

ICME expansion especially focused on bi-modal Fe charge state distributions, while

simultaneously, qualitatively re-creating the C, O, and Si observations. Using this

methodology, we will develop constraints for the temperature and density evolution

of CMEs near the Sun.

2.2 Observations

This research is enabled, in part, by plasma observations from composition sen-

sors such as the Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) on board the

Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) (Gloeckler et al., 1998). These instruments

independently determine speed, mass and charge of incident ions and therefore enable

the measurement of full charge distributions in ICMEs. The time-resolutions of these

measurements are limited by counting statistics of incident ions, and are typically

limited to 2 hours for ACE-SWICS. The O7+/O6+ ratio is typically measured with

1 hour time-resolution. For each time-period, ions are accumulated and analyzed

largely using the methodology described by von Steiger et al. (2000). The analysis of

Fe charge states is rather straightforward because its mass of approximately 56 amu

substantially exceeds the mass of other heavy ions of similar abundance in the solar

wind. C and O are the most abundant heavy ions in the wind and are therefore easily

discernible. Our Si measurements currently are limited to charge states between 8+

and 12+ due to significant overlap with other neighboring ions in time-of-flight and

energy space. Using these data, charge-state calculations are successful approximately

99% of the time. Data-gaps occur due to low counting statistics or operational events

on ACE independent of the solar wind plasma and compositional properties.

The analysis of each ICME includes composition data, as well as plasma and

field observations, as demonstrated in Figure 2.1. The proton moments obtained by

the Solar Wind Electron, Proton and Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) (McComas et al.,
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1998) are averaged over a 64 second time period. The magnetic field observations

are provided by the Magnetic Field Experiment (MAG) (Smith et al., 1998), aver-

aged over 64 second intervals as well. ICME times and plasma boundaries are taken

from Richardson and Cane (2010), which were determined primarily by magnetic

and plasma signatures, while using composition and charge state data to confirm

identification.

Richardson and Cane (2004) have previously discussed the observations of gen-

erally enhanced ionization of C and O within ICMEs as compared to solar wind of

the same speed. Indeed, such signatures were observed in 70% − 90% of all CMEs

irrespective of their field configuration. ICMEs associated with a magnetic cloud

are shown to have a higher concurrence of compositional anomalies than non-cloud

ICMEs.

Here, we focus on the bimodal nature of Fe distribution, generally with peaks

at Fe10+ and Fe16+. Inspecting the ACE data it is easily observed that bi-modal

Fe charge states are often present in ICMEs. However, these signatures often don’t

extend throughout the event. For example, bi-modal distributions are observed in

Figure 1 during the first 4 hours, from 0400 UT to 0800 UT. The bi-modal nature

of the ICME is not easily discernable from time 0800 UT untill the beginning of

February 19, but is seen again from then on until the end of the ICME passage at

1600 UT. In contrast, bi-modal Fe charge states are equally likely to be observed

during any time periods within ICMEs.

Figure 2.3 shows ACE observations of a second ICME, observed on January 27

2003, presented in a format identical to that of Figure 2.1. The ICME boundaries

were once again taken from the study by Richardson and Cane (2010).

The plasma composition during this ICME looks qualitatively similar to the event

shown, in Figure 2.1: All four ionic distributions show significant enhancement during

the event leading to higher than average charge states, indicative of temperature
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Figure 2.3: Summary of plasma parameters and charge state distribution for an ICME
observed on January 27, 2003 by the ACE spacecraft. The ICME plasma
field begins at the solid red line, at 0100 UT on January 27, 2003, and ends
at the dashed red line, at 1400 UT on January 28, 2003. All ionic charge
distributions show a significant enhancement during the event. It can also
be seen that a majority of the Fe distribution displays a bi-modal shape.
Note the qualitative compositional change at time 1600 UT of January
27, when the magnetic field abruptly changes, denoted by the gold line.
A bimodal characteristic can also be observed in the middle of day 28.
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enhancements. Also, the Fe charge state distribution is bi-modal for a majority of

the ICME’s duration.

It is well known that ICMEs often include identifiable sub-parts (Mulligan and

Russell , 2001), with each having specific magnetic field configurations or plasma

characteristics with well-defined transitions between them. The ICME in Figure 2.3

includes such a qualitative transition at time 1600 UT on January 27. Prior to this,

the magnetic field configuration is that of a magnetic flux-rope with the character-

istic suppressed magnetic field turbulence, and reduced density characteristic of a

magnetic cloud (Klein and Burlaga, 1982; Richardson et al., 2000; Zurbuchen and

Richardson, 2006). The plasma temperature exhibits some interesting sub-structure

during this time-period. At 1600 UT we observe a distinct transition visible in all

plasma quantities - except for the plasma velocity. After 1700 UT, the magnetic field

is again rather smooth; however, its axis has changed direction.

The compositional signatures appear to reflect this transition as well. SWICS

does not have a high enough time-resolution to analyze this change in compositional

signatures with the same time-accuracy as SWEPAM and MAG, however there are

discernible differences between the compositional signatures before and after 1600

UT. The heavy ion composition during the first part of the ICME has substructures

which have qualitative correspondence with variability in plasma temperature. It has

also been argued that this plasma heating is strongly associated with flares (Lepri and

Zurbuchen, 2004; Rakowski et al., 2007; Reinard , 2005). Based on this observation,

as well as analogous observations in Figure 2.1, and in many other ICMEs studied,

we conclude that compositional structure reflects the plasma-structure and topology

in ejecta.

An interesting question to ask is,how prevalent are bi-modal Fe distributions in

ICME plasmas? We address this by surveying all ICMEs from 2000 till 2007 identified

and characterized by Richardson and Cane (2010). For each ICME in this time-
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Figure 2.4: Statistical survey of bi-modal Fe distributions in ICME plasma. The bot-
tom panel is a histogram showing the results of the survey. Percentage of
total CMEs investigated is the vertical axis, while percentage of bi-modal
plasma in the CME is on the horizontal axis. The top panel shows a cumu-
lative distribution function (CDF) of the resulting dataset. This vertical
axis is the probability that a given CME will have at least percentage of
bi-modal Fe in the plasma field as the corresponding percentage on the
horizontal axis.

period, the percentage of bi-modal plasma is determined. This percentage is defined

as the ratio of the time with bi-modal Fe observations divided by the total time during

the ICME period during which composition data exist. The bi-modal characteristic

is assumed to be present if there was a significant minimum in the ionic charge

distribution, which includes more than one single charge state. This limits spurious

minima caused by poor statistics in the data.

Figure 2.4 shows the results of this survey, including approximately 200 ICMEs.

Figure 2.4A shows the cumulative probability distribution function (CDF) computed

from 2.4B, which shows a probability distribution of ICMEs according to the fraction
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that is observed in the bi-modal state normalized to 1. It is immediately noticeable

that more than 95% of ICMEs in this study include a measurable fraction of bi-modal

Fe plasma. This finding also indicates that 95% of ICMEs exhibit elevated Fe charge

states within their boundaries. High charge states in ICMEs are therefore much more

ubiquitous than reported in previous studies, which indicated that the prevalence of

high charge states was 50% (Lepri and Zurbuchen, 2004; Lepri et al., 2001). Using

the CDF plot in the top panel, it can also be seen that 50% of ICMEs have at least

55% bi-modal Fe charge distributions. This bimodal condition is thus found to be

common in nearly all ICMEs and therefore becomes a critical observational criterion

for our understanding of thermal properties of all CMEs near the Sun.

It has been previously argued that bimodal Fe observations are the result of plasma

mixing between hot and cold populations (Gibson et al., 2006; Gopalswamy et al.,

2001; Rakowski et al., 2007). However, our analysis together with the qualitative

analysis of transitions in ICMEs, suggest that bimodal charge distributions are an

intrinsic property of a given plasma flow and not likely a mixing signature, which

might be more diffusive in nature and more focused on specific boundaries and locales

between cold and hot parts of a given CME. Using a simple ionization model, we

show that bimodal charge states can result from a rapidly heated plasma close to the

Sun, which then cools as the plasma expands moving downstream. If the bimodal

distribution were truly a mixing signature, one would not expect to observe it nearly

as often as we have shown in Figure 2.2. The nearly ubiquitous presence of some

bimodal material suggests that its distribution is a result of an inherent property of

the plasma and not a mixing phenomenon.

2.3 Model

The authors have developed a freeze-in code, which solves for the final charge

state distribution of a given atomic species under simple assumptions on a given
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CME’s heating and expansion properties. To obtain the relative density of a given

ion, yi = ni/
Z
∑

i=0

ni, and in particular, the freeze-in condition, the following continuity

equation, valid in the rest-frame of the ejected CME (Ko et al., 1997), is solved:

∂ni

∂t
= ne(yi−1Ci−1(Te)− yi(Ci(Te) +Ri−1(Te)) + yi+1Ri(Te)). (2.1)

It is important to note that ni is the number density of charge state i of the atomic

species of interest, while yi is the relative number density. To solve this equation,

the ion-specific recombination rates, Ri, and ionization rates, Ci, from Mazzotta et al.

(1998) are used. These rates include electron ionization and auto-ionization as well as

radiative and dielectronic recombination under the assumption of locally Maxwellian

electron distribution functions, which has been used as reasonable approximation in

previous studies (Laming and Lepri , 2007, eg). These depend only on the electron

temperature Te and are valid for all temperatures greater than 104 K. Photo-ionization

is neglected here, as it plays a significant role for only singly and some doubly-charged

ions (Marsch et al., 1995).

Equation 2.1 can be solved using a given electron density and temperature history

(ne(t), Te(t)), which can be assumed, or constrained by observations. The system of

ordinary differential equations described by Equation 2.1 is generally stiff as recombi-

nation and ionization rates can vary over many orders of magnitude. To address this,

we use a 4th order Runge-Kutta method that is specially suited for stiff equations

(Press et al., 2002). For computational efficiency, the method also uses an adaptive

step-size. At each time, the method solves for the number density of an atomic species

ionized to charge state i. We also check the accuracy of the integrator by testing the

condition
∑

yi = 1. Our integrations are accurate to better than 10−6.

To model the heating and expansion of the plasma using the equations above, we

calculate the CME bulk parameters at each time t. We examine two types of evolution,

one in which the CME plasma close to the corona is assumed to be in an elevated
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temperature and density state and then undergoes a pure adiabatic expansion. We

show below that this evolution is not compatible with the composition data. The

other evolution is one in which we include an initial rapid heating phase while the

plasma is in the lower corona, and then impose the adiabatic expansion. Such a

heating would be expected from the energy release due to the flare reconnection that

forms the ejected CME flux rope in the breakout model (e.g., Lynch et al., 2004).

Since the heating of the ejected plasma is not well-known from first-principles

models, we assume a simple, ad hoc form for this heating that has the minimum

possible parameters. The plasma is taken to have some initial plasma temperature

T0 at t = 0, which rapidly increases to a specified maximum temperature (Tmax),

in a specified heliospheric distance (rheat). Generally, the heating distance is chosen

to be some value between 0-0.5 R⊙ from the surface. In addition to the heating

profile, some assumption must be made as to the evolution of the density. The

simplest is to allow the density to evolve adiabatically; in other words, the heating

is due to a pure compression of the plasma. Such a compression is, indeed, seen in

simulations of CME/flare evolution. The reconnection jets coming out of the flare

current sheet drive plasma compression both in the flare loop system remaining in the

corona and in the escaping CME plasmoid. However, we also expect there to be some

direct heating of the plasma due to magnetic dissipation throughout the CME/ICME

evolution. This direct heating is highly model specific; therefore, to keep our results

in this paper as general as possible, we consider only an adiabatic compression for the

initial heating evolution, as well as an adiabatic expansion for the ejection. Of course,

given some quantitative model for CME temperature and density evolution, it would

be straightforward to use it, instead of the adiabatic assumption, in our analysis.

Equation 2.2 shows the forms of the temperature and density evolution that we

use for the initial heating. Note that the model has only four free parameters: the

initial temperature and density, the maximum temperature, and the radius at which
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this maximum temperature occurs. This is the minimum possible number of free

parameters for any such model.

T (t) = (Tmax − T0) sin(2π
([r(t)/RSun]−1)
4∗[rheat/RSun]

) + T0

n(t) = nmax

(

T (t)
Tmax

)3/2











where r(t) ≤ rheat. (2.2)

The particular functional form for the temperature evolution, a quarter sinusoid,

was used to qualitatively match the rapid heating near the corona, but its exact

shape is not critical to create bimodal distributions. Additionally it ensures that the

temperature has a continuous derivative, which is necessary for greater accuracy of the

numerical method. The evolution of the density is derived directly from the adiabatic

expansion formula, assuming a monoatomic ideal gas. After the rapid heating phase,

the plasma cools as its volume expands. Again, the adiabatic equations couple the

density and temperature evolution. Equation 2.3 shows the equation that describes

the evolution of these parameters.

T (t) = Tmax

(

n(t)
nmax

)γ−1.0

n(t) = nmax

(

rheat
r(t)

)β











where r(t) > rheat. (2.3)

The parameter β is an expansion factor of the plasma, typically set to a value

between 2 and 3. The cooling is dependent on the adiabatic index, γ, which is set

5/3, the value for an ideal monoatomic gas. Note that nmax and Tmax occur at the

end of the heating period and define the beginning of the expansion cooling phase.

Motivated by observational characteristics of CMEs, our model allows for a non-

constant velocity profile of the plasma. It is particularly important to model rapid

acceleration of CMEs near the Sun. CMEs rapidly accelerate to a maximum velocity,

which remains nearly constant, much like the velocity profile of the solar wind (Gal-

lagher et al., 2003). Using LASCO coronagraph images, a linear acceleration can be
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determined for some CMEs (St. Cyr et al., 2000). The SOHO/LASCO CME catalog

makes these values available for CMEs when the calculation is possible. In our model,

therefore, the CME plasma undergoes linear acceleration from the corona until the

velocity reaches the observed in situ velocity, from ACE. After this, the velocity is

set to the observed value and remains constant.

Note that the total mass of CME plasma is assumed to be constant during the

evolution: there is no net gain or loss of particles. Furthermore, as the plasma is

continually ionized, the free electrons remain in our plasma volume. This allows the

plasma to experience as much recombination as is possible by the available electrons,

creating quasi-local ionization and recombination. In addition, we have no specific

requirements on the velocity distribution of the electrons. The model also assumes

that all electrons have a Maxwellian distribution. Additionally, we initialize the

charge state of our plasma from the local thermodynamic equilibrium solution from

the ionization equations discussed earlier. Finally, the computed temperature is used

to determine the ionization and recombination rates at each time step.

To study the various physical characteristics of freeze-in within CMEs, we study

a CME with an associated linear acceleration. This allows us to determine a velocity

profile. Specifically, we use a velocity profile matching the January 27, 2003 CME de-

termined from the linear acceleration (St. Cyr et al., 2000) and ACE observations and

whose velocity profile is shown in Figure 2.5. We then perform a parametric study

to understand the temperature profiles that may lead to the observed characteristics.

To demonstrate the impacts of the various model parameters on the freeze-in ioniza-

tion rates, we perform a series of combinations of the following three characteristics,

which we found to be crucial for this calculation: rapid heating, rapid expansion and

an elevated initial bulk density. We want to show that the absence of one of these

key characteristics leads to qualitative disagreements to the observations summarized

in Figure 2.2. The key assumptions of three illustrative calculations are shown in
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Figure 2.5.

First, results shown that include a with rapid heating and rapid expansion, but

with relatively low initial density, close to typical solar wind densities (Wilhelm et al.,

1998). Second, results from the case having rapid expansion and an enhanced bulk

density are shown. However, no heating is present and the plasma only cools. Third,

results are shown that include all three ingredients. This is the only case that repro-

duces, qualitatively, the observed freeze-in distributions. To determine the relative

accuracy of these cases, we use the January 27, 2003 event shown in Figures 2.3;

however, it should be noted that our model is not sophisticated enough to match the

data quantitatively. We can only to match the general characteristics of the observed

ionic charges states of heavy ions, such as the Fe bi-modal distribution.

Figure 2.5 summarizes the basic assumptions for each set of input profiles used;

different colored lines represent a different case. The top panel shows the density

evolution for each model. The second panel shows the temperature evolution. Here,

the red and blue lines are on top of each other, since they both experience rapid

heating, while the blue line diverges initially. The initial temperature of the cooling

only case was chosen such that it becomes similar to the temperature curves of the

other cases downstream of the corona. This was done to ensure that any difference in

results was due only to the near coronal heating profile and not to any other portions

of the temperature profile. It is also important to note that the shape of each case’s

temperature curve qualitatively matches the shape of its respective density curve.

This is a result of the temperature and density evolutions being tied together by the

adiabatic relation. Finally, the last panel shows the velocity, which is identical for

all three cases, as this curve was determined from LASCO and ACE observations of

this particular CME by the method described above. Below, we show the final charge

state results and evolution for these three model cases.
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Figure 2.5: The bulk plasma parameters for the model run of the January 27, 2003
CME. From top to bottom volume, density, temperature and velocity are
shown. The red line is the case with both fast heating and high density.
The blue line is the case with only rapid heating, but a depressed density.
Finally, the cyan line is the case for no heating of the plasma, only the
rapid expansion of the plasma.
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2.4 Results and Discussion

As discussed in the previous section, we ran our freeze-in and CME expansion

model for three different cases attempting to recreate the charge state observations

from the January 27, 2003 CME (Figure 2.3). The first case simulates a CME plasma

that undergoes rapid heating near the corona, along with rapid expansion of its

volume. However, the initial electron bulk density is low, 6 × 107 cm−3, which is in

qualitative agreement with nominal solar wind densities at the corona (Wilhelm et al.,

1998). Figure 2.6 shows the resulting charge state distributions of four atomic species

(C, O, Si and Fe) plotted at specific time-intervals during the expansion. Expansion

times were translated into radial scale using the integrated velocity profile shown in

Figure 2.5.

The bottom four panels of Figure 2.6 show the evolution of the charge state

distribution, for each species, from the coronal surface to a distance of 10 solar radii

,R⊙, after which the ionic charge states remain frozen-in for all considered cases. In

fact, charge states are generally frozen-in within a distance of 5 R⊙ (Buergi and Geiss ,

1986; Hundhausen, 1972), and our model agrees with this result showing the charge

states to be frozen-in at a distance of approximately 3 solar radii. After this point, the

charge states distribution remains constant. The top series of panels show the final

resulting and frozen-in charge state distributions observed at 1 AU, the approximate

location of in situ composition observations. It is immediately apparent, based on the

data in Figures 2.2 and discussed in § 2.2, that the resulting charge states are much

too cool . Without a significant density increase over solar wind profiles, the resulting

ionic charge distributions are not sufficiently ionized, leaving the charge states of all

the species at values much lower than are observed in ICMEs.

In Figure 2.7, we present the resulting charge state distribution from the case

with initial high density and initial high temperature which only models the rapid

expansion of an ICME.
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Figure 2.6: The results from the model which includes rapid heating and expansion,
but with the omission of an enhanced initial density. The bottom set of
panels show the evolution of the charge states from the coronal surface to
a distance of 10 R⊙ away plotted for arbitrary instances during the ex-
pansion. For all four atomic species, it can be seen that freeze-in occurred
around 3 R⊙. The top panels show the frozen-in charge state distribution
observed at 1 AU.
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Figure 2.7: The results from the model which includes rapid expansion and also has
a sufficiently large initial bulk density, but omits rapid heating. Format
as in Figure 2.6.
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It is evident that the resulting plasma in this case of pure expansion has more

enhanced charge states for all atomic species than the previous low density case. The

problem, however, is that the charge states at 1 AU are much hotter than is observed.

The C, O, and Si are all essentially fully ionized. The reason is that the plasma has

simply not had enough time to recombine down to the observed charge states due

to the rapid expansion and accompanying density decrease. We note that the Fe

distribution does exhibit bi-modality, but the peak at Fe16+ is much stronger than

that at Fe10+, which does not agree with observations. These results suggest that

rapid expansion combined with high initial density may be critical ingredients for

producing bimodal Fe distributions, but it is unlikely that these two ingredients by

themselves cannot be made consistent with all the compositional data.

Finally, in Figure 2.8 we present the case where all three ingredients (high density,

rapid coronal heating, and rapid expansion) are present in the model.

This case also shows a freeze-in behavior comparable to the previous case. Again,

charge states freeze in within the first few solar radii from the corona, and the model

matches the CME-like states of C and O as well as key characteristics of Si. However,

under this set of assumptions, a qualitatively similar bimodal Fe distribution results,

creating a consistent set of results under the assumption of a single density, temper-

ature and velocity profile. Specifically, enhanced C and O charge states are seen, yet

neither are fully ionized. Additionally, we see enhanced silicon charge states, and two

distinct peaks in iron at Fe10+ and Fe16+. The formation of bi-modal iron peaks is

in part a result of high initial electron density and rapid expansion along with rapid

heating, as can be seen by comparing Figures 2.7 and 2.8.

Figure 2.9 compares the results in Figure 2.6 and 2.8 with representative obser-

vations of the January 27, 2003 CME from 0100 to 1400 hours on January 28, which

is representative of the bimodal distribution usually observed.

The top row of charge state distribution in Figure 2.9 shows the result of the
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Figure 2.8: The results from the model for the case where the plasma is rapidly
heated, experiences rapid expansion, and has a sufficiently high initial
density. Format as in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.9: Charge state distributions for carbon, oxygen, silicon, and iron. The top
row is the final distribution result from the model in Figure 2.6. The
middle row is the observed ACE/SWICS charge state distribution for
a two hour span of the January 27, 2003. The final row is the final
distribution from the model in Figure 2.8.
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model that had rapid heating and expansion, but lacked a high initial density, the

results of the case shown in Figure 2.6. The bottom row, from Figure 2.8, shows the

result when the density is high and rapid heating and expansion are present. We left

out the case shown in Figure 2.7 because peaks are generally in the same place, and

only the relative number density in the peaks differ. In addition, the Fe distribution

of Figure 2.7 is primarily unimodal. The middle row shows the actual charge state

distribution observations from ACE/SWICS of the January 27, 2003 ICME, which

we are modeling here. All the charge states in the top-line are much lower than

what is observed, while the relative shapes of the results in the bottom row are in

qualitative agreement with observations, perhaps to a lesser degree for Si. Silicon

from our model has a single peak, around charge states Si9+,10+, while ACE observes

a bimodal silicon distribution with peaks at Si9+ and Si12+. Our model results in

a considerable amount of Si11+; which would be ionized further if the temperature

curve was modified slightly to have a shorter heating period. Finally, experimental

issues limiting Si data were already discussed previously and may also effect this

comparison.

In order to test the robustness of our model’s code, we verified that a population of

hydrogen would be fully ionized, using the assumptions made for the third case. It was

found that hydrogen became fully ionized, as expected. Additionally, we repeated this

test for helium. Again, we found that helium becomes fully ionized; however, a small

population recombines in the He+ population, 10−4 in relative density. This is due to

the models assumptions, as this small recombination only occurs once the temperature

of the plasma drops below the range of valid temperatures for the reaction rates. As

previously stated, the rates used in the model are valid only for temperatures greater

than 104K (Mazzotta et al., 1998), however, during the full evolution of our plasma,

the temperature does fall below this value.

We also conducted tests to put a limit on how much the maximum density can vary
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with the particular temperature profile chosen. For the third case, which successfully

recreated a bi-modal Fe distribution while matching C and O distributions, an initial

electron density of 6.0 × 109 [cm−3] was used. By incrementing this value up and

down we were able to determine a range of valid densities resulting in the Fe bimodal

distribution, which is 4.75× 109 ≤ ne ≤ 8.5× 109 cm−3.

2.5 Conclusions

The presence of high charge state ions in the solar wind is known to be a sufficient

condition for identification of ICMEs, and was previously thought to exist in <70%

of ICMEs. The current study reveals that 95% of ICMEs in fact have high ionic

charge states, exhibiting bimodal characteristics in Fe. These findings reinforce the

crucial role heavy ion composition signatures play in identifying ICME material. The

pervasive nature of the observed ICME charge state characteristics at 1 AU (Lepri

et al., 2001; Richardson and Cane, 2010) suggest a simple and ubiquitous physical

process or explanation. From running a large number of test models, we conclude that

charge state distributions are powerful tools for constraining the thermal properties of

CME plasma near the Sun. We find that bimodal Fe charge distributions can evolve

from a plasma that rapidly expands from a high initial density. We also find that

bimodal Fe observations and elevated Si observations can only be made consistent

with concurrent C and O data, if the elevated initial density goes through a rapid

heating before it cools in the expansion. No further assumptions are needed to fit

qualitatively these data.

Based on our simulations, we also believe that there is a robustness to this result.

For example, Neukomm and Bochsler (1996) focus on the evolution of charge state

distributions of heavy ions in closed magnetic structures. Although they did not ex-

plore their models at sufficiently high temperatures, we see that certain key processes

are consistent.
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For example, the model suggests the importance of noble gas like charge states,

such as O6+ and Fe16+. These ionic states have recombination rates that are substan-

tially smaller than their adjacent charge-states. Thus, these charge-states freeze in

earlier than their adjacent charge-states, such as Fe15+. Thus, subsequent cooling of

initially hot plasma will tend to have Fe16+ to remain prevalent, whereas Fe15+ can

further cascade to lower states, such as 14+, 13+, etc. This is the inherent cause for

the dual-peaked nature of the observed Fe charge characteristic, and thus expected

to be a robust result, independent of the details of the heating and cooling of the

plasma.

We cannot exclude the possibility that other candidate processes, such as non-

thermal electron characteristics near the Sun, or more complex evolutions involving

multiple sources of plasma can achieve similar agreement with observations. We

would argue, however, that the basic plasma evolution derived in this work - a rapid

compression followed by an expansion - is the simplest and most likely explanation

for the in situ observations. In order to observe Fe16+ at 1 AU, the plasma must

reach fairly high temperatures, several MK, before the radius at which the freeze-in

condition sets in. But if the plasma is in thermal equilibrium at this point, then

the resulting charge states for the lighter elements would be too high at 1AU, as in

Figure 2.7. The only way to avoid this discrepancy is to heat the plasma rapidly so

that the lighter elements never reach their fully ionized state, while the iron achieves

high ionization. Furthermore, since the velocity and expansion properties of CMEs

are fairly accurately known from coronagraph observations, the observed charge states

distributions impose tight constraints on the plasma density during this heating and

expansion evolution. Too low a density implies that the various elements never reach

the observed ionization states; whereas too high washes out the bimodal peak in

iron. These straightforward and compelling arguments demonstrate the power of our

compositional analysis techniques for deriving the detailed properties of the solar
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origins of space weather from in situ measurements in the heliosphere,

Note that the evolution determined by our composition analysis: a rapid com-

pressive heating to high density followed by expansion cooling is fully consistent with

the expected effects of flare energy release on the thermodynamics of CME plasma

(Harrison, 1995; Vršnak et al., 2005). These effects have been discussed by many

authors (e.g., Canfield and Reardon, 1998; Li et al., 2008) and typically relate to re-

connection processes going on near the Sun (Lynch et al., 2004). The upward directed

reconnection jets from the flare current sheet are expected to compress and heat the

CME plasma, as derived above. By combining our data and modeling techniques with

sophisticated MHD simulations (Antiochos et al., 1999; Gombosi et al., 2000; Linker

et al., 1990), we can obtain a powerful tool for the analysis of CMEs and their evolu-

tion near the Sun. The computations presented in Figure 2.8 provide predictions of

the presence of certain ions at specific times during the CME’s evolution and should

be testable, especially by forward modeling in which the calculation of the charge

state evolution is included in the MHD simulation. A key point is that the various

models for CME onset predict different locations for the initial heating of the coronal

plasma that is ejected into the heliosphere as an ICME (e.g., Forbes et al., 2006). Of

course, many of these differences are expected to be washed out during the propaga-

tion to 1 AU; however, with the advent of composition measurements near the Sun

from missions such as Solar Orbiter, our analysis may be able to determine not only

the coronal evolution of CME plasma, but the fundamental mechanism responsible

for the eruption itself.
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CHAPTER III

Two-Plasma Model for Low Charge State ICME

Observations

The text in this chapter was published in: Gruesbeck, J. R., Lepri, S. T., and

T. H. Zurbuchen (2012), Two-plasma Model for Low Charge State Interplanetary

Coronal Mass Ejection Observations, ApJ, 760, 141.

Abstract

Recent ACE/SWICS observations have revealed that ∼ 5% of all in situ observed

ICMEs include time-periods with very low charge state ions found to be associated

with prominence eruptions. It was also shown that these low charge state ions are

often observed concurrently with very high charge state ions (Lepri and Zurbuchen,

2010). But, the physical process leading to these mixed charge states is not known

and could be caused by either the mixing of plasmas of different temperatures or by

non-local freeze-in effects as discussed by Gruesbeck et al. (2011). We provide a de-

tailed and multi-stage analysis that excludes this latter option. We therefore conclude

that time-periods of very low charge-states are the heliospheric remnants of plasmas

born in prominences. We further conclude that the contemporaneously observed low

and very high charge states are an indication of mixing of plasmas of different tem-
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peratures along magnetic field lines, suggesting that silicon and iron are depleted over

carbon and oxygen in the cold, prominence associated plasma. This represents the

first experimental determination of elemental composition of prominence associated

plasma.

3.1 Introduction

Violent and spectacular eruptions of solar mass and magnetic field from the corona

are called coronal mass ejections (CMEs). These explosive transient events have been

remotely observed using coronagraphs since the 1970s, from Skylab (MacQueen et al.,

1974) and their understanding has been further revolutionized by observations from

Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory

(STEREO), and Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) (Dere et al., 1997; Wiik et al.,

1997; Harrison et al., 2008; Patsourakos et al., 2010). CMEs are a key ingredient of

space weather in the heliosphere and near Earth. They are also an important source

of plasma and magnetic fields in the heliosphere (Hundhausen, 1987); their release

is thought to contribute to the solar cycle variation (e.g., Riley et al., 2006; Owens

et al., 2008). Common in many of these coronagraphs is a three-part structure which

characterizes the CMEs (Illing and Hundhausen, 1986). First is the bright leading

edge of a CME, presumably made up of compressed and heated plasma. Next is

the dark cavity, a region of less dense plasma dominated by an enhanced magnetic

field. Finally is the bright core, a very dense population of colder plasma, associated

with prominence material (Rouillard , 2011, and references therein). Such three-part

structures are observed in coronographs in ∼ 70% of all CMEs (Gopalswamy et al.,

2003; Webb and Hundhausen, 1987; Munro et al., 1979).

Solar prominences are observed as spectacular bright features in the corona, often

in a loop-like shape of typical length-scales of 100,000 km or longer. Despite being

immersed in coronal plasma of temperatures around 1MK, prominences radiate visible
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light, indicative of much cooler plasmas and even neutral gas that is frictionally

coupled to the plasmas in these structures (Tandberg-Hanssen, 1995). The arcade-

like prominence field is associated with magnetic neutral lines in the photosphere

(Antiochos et al., 1994). These structures can be quasi-stable for many months, but

can erupt into the heliosphere as part of CMEs, and are mostly observed in Thompson

scattered white light of coronagraphs (Gosling et al., 1974). During these eruptions,

prominence material is observed to undergo heating (Ciaravella et al., 1997, 2001).

Yet, emission lines from neutrals and low-charge ions in erupted prominences have

been observed out to 3.5 solar radii (Akmal et al., 2001; Ciaravella et al., 2003).

As the CMEs expand and propagate into the heliosphere, becoming an interplan-

etary coronal mass ejection (ICME), they can be detected using a variety of in situ

signatures (Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006), provided by a number of spacecraft,

such as the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE), Wind and others. Among these

signatures, composition measurements have proven to be a particularly powerful tool

in detecting ICME plasma (Richardson and Cane, 2004). For the past ∼20 years,

mass spectrometers, such as the Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS)

on both ACE and Ulysses, have enabled unprecedented observations of the composi-

tional signatures of heavy ions with sufficient time-resolution to resolve ICMEs and

their substructures (Gloeckler et al., 1992, 1998).

Since the beginning of these observations, there has been a substantial discrep-

ancy regarding the likelihood to observe prominences in situ: 85% or more of ICMEs

exhibit compositional anomalies; they exhibit plasma with very high freeze-in tem-

peratures that exceed those of regular solar wind, but only few are compositionally

cold (Richardson and Cane, 2004; Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006). The observed

hot compositional anomalies are perhaps the most powerful identifying signatures

of ICME plasma. Recently, Lepri and Zurbuchen (2010) found that only ∼ 4% of

observed ICMEs contain significant densities of low charge state ions. Lepri and Zur-
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buchen (2010) used a strict set of compositional selection criteria, so this number

could effectively be higher, but it is in any case far removed from the 85% number of

remote observations.

It is the purpose of this work to quantitatively analyze the observational results

by Lepri and Zurbuchen (2010) and also the follow-up study of Gilbert et al. (2012) in

the context of a recently developed ionization model. Specifically, we want to use this

model to constrain the thermal conditions that govern the coronal and heliospheric

evolution of prominence plasma. We focus on the contemporary presence of very hot

and unusually cold ions of the same atomic species within ICME observations. We

will determine if the presence of the cold ions are a result of the cooling inherently

experienced by an adiabatically expanding CME or if the cold ions are indicative of

a cold plasma mixing with hot plasma during the eruption.

The ionization model described in detail by Gruesbeck et al. (2011) showed that a

dense plasma undergoing rapid heating followed by adiabatic cooling from expansion,

much like what a flare heated CME plasma would experience, recreates bi-modal iron

charge state distributions much like those seen in many ICME plasma observations,

with two peaks around 10+ (1.0 MK) and 16+ (7.3 MK). We will expand upon this

and show that- under a set of specific conditions - we can achieve simultaneously

enhanced Fe charges states around 7+ (0.4 MK) and 16+ (7.3 MK).

3.2 Methodology

Using the freeze-in code from Gruesbeck et al. (2011), we are able to simulate

the evolution of the ionic charge state distribution for a given atomic species, by

specifying an electron temperature and density profile as well as the bulk flow speed

of the plasma. The code solves the set of ion charge state continuity equations de-

scribed by Ko et al. (1997) using reaction rates from Mazzotta et al. (1998). These

equations compute ionic charge states for a given electron density, temperature, and
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velocity profile of the plasma as it expands from the corona into the heliosphere. As

with the previous study, we have chosen to model a representative ICME with charge

state distributions from ACE/SWICS. Electron density and temperature profiles were

determined by analyzing numerous iterations of the simulation to find the best quali-

tatively matching charge state distribution for carbon, oxygen, silicon, and iron. The

velocity profile was determined in part by Solar and Heliospheric Observatory/Large

Angle Coronagraph-Spectrograph (SOHO/LASCO) height-time observations of the

CME which we are reproducing (St. Cyr et al., 2000).

Figure 3.1 shows ACE observations of the May 20, 2005 event (Lepri and Zur-

buchen, 2010) which we chose as a case study for this investigation. Panel A shows

the proton velocity, panel B shows the proton density, and panel C shows the proton

temperature as observed by the Solar Wind Electron, Proton and Alpha Monitor

(SWEPAM) (McComas et al., 1998) with 64 second resolution. Panel D shows the

magnetic field magnitude, panel E shows the longitude of the magnetic field vector,

and panel F shows the latitude of the magnetic field vector observed by the Magnetic

Field Experiment (MAG) with 16 second resolution (Smith et al., 1998). Panel G,

H, I, J, and K show the plasma composition data from SWICS. Panel G shows the

O7+/O6+ ratio with 1 hour resolution, while panels H, I, J, and K show charge state

distribution, with 2 hour resolution, of iron, silicon, oxygen, and carbon respectively.

The ICME plasma boundaries, determined by Richardson and Cane (2010), are the

dashed red vertical lines. The cold ICME plasma boundary, taken from Lepri and

Zurbuchen (2010), is shown with the vertical solid magenta lines.

As seen in Figure 3.1, the plasma composition during the ICME is much different

from that of nominal solar wind observations. It has been previously discussed that

hot charge states are closely associated with ICME plasma observations (Lepri et al.,

2001; Henke et al., 2001; Richardson and Cane, 2004). This behavior can be seen in

the plasma composition of the May 20, 2005 ICME observation, as the average iron
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charge state moves from Fe+9 to a hotter distribution with a significant contribution

from Fe16+. Additionally, oxygen and silicon charge states show signs of elevated

coronal temperatures as each species becomes more ionized. The O7+/O6+ ratio is

elevated during this time period and Si12+ becomes dominant, which is the maximum

observable charge state for silicon. During the time period marked by the vertical

solid magenta lines the plasma composition exhibits very low charge states indicating

cold electron temperatures in the freeze-in region. Here the peak charge states drop

from C6+, O7+, and Fe16+ to C2+, O2+, and Fe7+, respectively.

We now attempt to reproduce these low charge state observations with differing

types of simulations. We first test whether the observed ionic charge state signatures

can be reproduced by a single plasma undergoing a complicated expansion history.

In a first representative model, initial heating followed by adiabatic cooling for the

CME will give rise to lower charge states; however, the plasma is not able to produce a

significant contribution of hot plasma. A second model will assume that the observed

distributions are the product of two plasmas with distinctly different temperature

histories, akin to a prominence and cloud plasma respectively

The resulting charge state distribution after freeze-in of each of these simula-

tions are compared to our ACE/SWICS observations. Our goal is not to quanti-

tatively match all observations, but to obtain qualitative agreements with observed

characteristics. To achieve this, we will score each models’ ability to reproduce the

ACE/SWICS observations based on their abilities to match a number of key and

defining features of the ICME observation: For carbon, we will look for peaks around

C2+ and C4+; for oxygen we look for two peaks, one around O2+ and one at the

helium like O6+; for silicon, we only look for one peak around Si6+ and a broad

overall distribution extending towards higher states; for iron, we look for two peaks,

one around Fe7+ and one for Fe16+. The scores for each model result are cataloged

in Table 3.1. A score of 1 indicates that the model was able to recreate the feature
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Figure 3.1: ACE observations of the May 20, 2005 ICME. From SWEPAM, panel A
shows the proton velocity (Vp), panel B shows the proton density (Np),
and panel C shows the proton temperature (Tp). From MAG, panel D
shows the magnetic field magnitude (|B|), panel E shows the RTN longi-
tude (λ), and panel F shows the RTN latitude (δ). From SWICS, panel G
shows the O7+/O6+ ratio. The final four panels, H, I, J, and K, show the
charge state distributions of iron, silicon, oxygen, and carbon respectively.
The ICME plasma field begins with the solid red line at 0300 UTC on
May 20 and ends with the dashed red line at 0200 UTC on May 22, where
these boundaries were determined by Richardson and Cane (2010). The
cold plasma observation begins with the solid yellow line, at 0808 UTC
on May 20, and ends with the dashed yellow line, at 1208 UTC on May
20. These boundaries were determined by Lepri and Zurbuchen (2010).
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while a score of 0 indicates that the model was not.

3.3 Single Plasma Simulations

We first attempt to create the observed charge state distributions using a single

plasma, assuming that the unusually cold charge states are a byproduct of the adia-

batic cooling of the ICME. The electron temperature and density profiles are shaped

similarly to those from the Gruesbeck et al. (2011) study; a plasma is initially heated

very rapidly and then cools as it expands. The red curves in Figure 3.2 shows the in-

put electron profile which resulted in the closest qualitative match between the model

results and the ACE/SWICS observations. Only the first 20 RSun is shown, since the

charge state distribution for all the atomic species is frozen-in entirely within this re-

gion and do not change at larger heliocentric radii. The top panel shows the electron

density profile, the middle panel shows the electron temperature, and the bottom

panel shows the bulk flow velocity of the plasma. The density and temperature are

related to each other adiabatically, as was shown in Gruesbeck et al. (2011). A hot,

dense plasma was simulated first, with a maximum temperature of 2.6∗106K and the

maximum density of 2.4 ∗ 1010cm−3. The velocity profile is determined by the linear

acceleration calculated from height-time plots observed by SOHO/LASCO (St. Cyr

et al., 2000) and the 1 AU velocity of the ICME, as observed by ACE. Figure 3.3

shows the initial charge state distribution of the modeled plasma using an electron

temperature of 1 ∗ 104K, along row B, compared to ACE/SWICS observations from

the May 20, 2005 ICME, along row A. Figure 3.4 shows the evolution of the charge

state distribution during the first 10R⊙ of the plasmas propagation. We see that the

plasma reacts to the rapid increase of the electron temperature very quickly. Within

the first 1−5R⊙ the charge states are seen to be frozen-in, with the lightest elements

freezing earlier.

In Figure 3.6, we show a comparison of the model results, along row B, to a
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Feature Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
C - peak at 2+ 0 1 1 1
C - peak at 4+ 1 1 1 1
O - peak at 2+ 0 1 1 1
O - peak at 6+ 1 0 1 1
Si - peak at ∼ 7+ 1 1 1 1
Broad Si Distribution 1 0 1 1
Fe - peak at ∼ 7+ 1 0 1* 1
Fe - peak at ∼ 16+ 1 0 1 1
Total 6 4 8* 8

Table 3.1: Summary of the different models’ reproduction of the May 20, 2005
ACE/SWICS ICME observation. A score of 1 is given if the feature is
present otherwise, a score of 0 is given. Model 1 uses a single hot plasma.
Model 2 uses a single cold-dense plasma. Model 3 uses both the cold and
hot plasma combined with a single mixing ratio. Model 4 uses both the
cold and hot plasma combined with a mass dependent mixing ratio. The
Fe7+ peak test for model 3 has an asterisk because there is an equally
large peak at Fe5+ whereas ACE SWICS shows the coldest peak at Fe7+

low charge state plasma observation of the ICME at ACE, along row A. Each column

represents a different atomic species. Going from left to right we show carbon, oxygen,

silicon, and iron. The model does replicate some of the features of the observation.

Notably, we see the higher carbon and oxygen peaks of C4+ and O6+ as well as peaks

in iron around Fe7+ and Fe16+. In silicon we see a broad distribution and a peak

near Si6+. What is not reproduced are the cold charge states of carbon and oxygen,

which are present in the ACE/SWICS observation. Table 3.1 summarizes the result

of the eight qualitative tests for this simulation under the model 1 column. This

simulation was able to reproduce 6 of the 8 features we highlighted, primarily lacking

at recreating the cold lower mass ions.

Ionic charge states are known to freeze-in closer to the Sun for lower mass species

(Hundhausen, 1972; Buergi and Geiss , 1986; Geiss et al., 1995). For example, Hund-

hausen (1972) states that the oxygen charge state freeze-in around 1.2 R⊙ while the

iron charge state freezes-in further from the corona, between 2-3 R⊙, with an or-

dering that remains even with more rapid expansion (Geiss et al., 1995). In this
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of ACE/SWICS charge state distribution and the initial
charge state distribution for the modeled plasma. Row A shows the
ACE/SWICS observations from the May 20, 2005 ICME. Row B shows
the initial charge state distribution used for each modeled plasma.
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Figure 3.4: Result from the charge state evolution model using a hot, dense plasma
for each of the atomic species modeled. Bottom row shows the evolution
of the charge state distribution during the first 10R⊙ after ejection. The
top row shows the resulting 1 AU charge state distribution.

simulation, the low mass species froze-in while the plasma was still very hot. The

plasma was dense enough to allow ample cooling of the higher mass species resulting

in the broader distribution of silicon and iron. Even during the abnormally cool iron

charge state observations, there is often still a population of hotter Fe16+, as can be

seen in Figure 3.6.

A colder-dense single plasma simulation was also conducted in an attempt to re-

produce the anomalously cool low mass charge states. The electron temperature and

density profiles are shaped similarly as the previous case, however the temperature

maximum is considerably cooler, with a temperature of 1 ∗ 105K, while the density

maximum is greater, with a density of 9.5 ∗ 1010cm−3. This temperature range is

consistent with the analysis of (Gilbert et al., 2012).The dashed blue curve in Fig-
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Figure 3.5: Result from the charge state evolution model using a colder-dense plasma
for each of the atomic species modeled presented similar to Figure 3.4.

ure 3.2 shows the input electron density and temperature profiles, in panels A and

B respectively. The velocity profile is identical to the previous simulation and lies

along the red curve in panel C. The cold plasma is initialized with the same temper-

ature and charge state distribution as the hot plasma model. Figure 3.5 shows the

evolution of the charge state distribution in the low solar atmosphere. The charge

state distribution stays close to the initial state while the plasma approaches the

maximum temperature. Afterwards, the ions begin to transition to even colder states

than initially present before freezing in.

Row C of Figure 3.6 shows the result of the colder single plasma simulation. In

all four species, we see much colder distributions than previously seen in the hotter

plasma simulation along row B. Qualitatively, the carbon distribution looks similar

to the ACE/SWICS observation. A peak at C2+ and a minor peak at C4+ are both
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observed in the resulting model distribution. Additionally, the cold peaks of O2+ and

Si6+ are also recreated in the model. However, the distributions for oxygen, silicon,

and iron are much too cold compared to the ACE/SWICS observations. The model

fails to recover the observed peak at O6+, and the silicon and iron distribution are

much too cold. It is important to remember that the charge state distribution range

for the model results, plotted in Figure 3.6, are constrained to the charge states that

are resolved in the triple-coincidence measurements from ACE/SWICS. The model

results may have densities in colder charge states; however, due to this constraint the

plots in row C show only density in charge state bins resolved in the ACE/SWICS

dataset. Recently, Gilbert et al. (2012) has shown that in these cold charge state

ICME events, singly charged ions are present in double-coincidence ACE/SWICS

observations, consistent with the colder ions the model produces. Presently, only the

triple-coincidence dataset will be considered. Table 3.1 summarizes the result of the

eight qualitative tests under the model 2 column. This simulation only recreated 4 of

the 8 features, lacking most of the hotter features.

3.4 Multiple Plasma Simulation

Following a notional model of prominence plasma mixed with hot cloud plasma,

we now use a combination of two different plasma simulation results to replicate the

ACE/SWICS observations. We used a hot plasma, such as one would find from flare

heating associated with the eruption (Reinard , 2005; Lynch et al., 2011), and a much

denser but cooler plasma, such as the prominence material found in the CME core

(Rouillard , 2011). Figure 3.2 shows the input profiles for both plasma populations.

These are identical plasma profiles as described in the previous section. To determine

the mixing ratio we perform a linear least square regression. This method calculates

the total difference squared of the measured charge state distribution to the modeled

distribution for all possible mixing ratios. We then select the mixing ratio that
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corresponds to the smallest difference between the observation and model. All four

species were used in the solution vector to determine a single mixing ratio to reproduce

the ACE/SWICS observations. The resulting mixing ratio is given in Equation 3.1.

Qtotal = 0.930 ∗QColdPlasma + 0.070 ∗QHotPlasma (3.1)

The resulting combined distribution is plotted in Figure 3.6 on row D. Qualita-

tively, the multiple plasma solution is in agreement with the ACE/SWICS obser-

vations. We succeeded in reproducing low charge state carbon, oxygen, and iron

concurrently with their high charge state counterparts. In the lower mass species,

we are able to recreate a population of doubly charged carbon and oxygen ions while

concurrently having a hotter population of carbon around 4+ and oxygen around 6+.

Table 3.1 shows the results of the features we aim to replicate. The single mixing ratio

simulation’s scores are shown under the model 3 column. This model is able to repro-

duce all 8 features, however there is one major discrepancy in the reproduced charge

states and those that are observed. Near the colder peak in the iron distribution we

see that there are two noticeable populations. One is near Fe7+, the peak location

we are attempting to reproduce, while the other is at Fe5+ which is the location of

the cutoff for the triple-coincidence dataset. This particular mixing ratio is causing

an over-abundance of cold plasma to occur in the iron distribution. We interpret this

to be caused by compositional differences between prominence and cloud-type data.

To test this assumption, mixing ratios for each species were determined using a lin-

ear least squares regression like before, but solving for mixing ratios for each species.

Table 3.2 shows the mixing ratios we determined for each species. Due to the small

charge state distribution range observable by ACE/SWICS for silicon, the majority of

the modeled cold plasma falls in charge states not delivered in the triple-coincidence

data. Therefore, the mixing ratio of iron is used for silicon. Row E in Figure 3.6

shows the resulting charge state distribution using the species dependent mixing ra-
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of ACE/SWICS charge state distribution and the charge
state evolution model results, at 1 AU, for the four different atomic
species, carbon, oxygen, silicon, and iron. Row A shows the ACE/SWICS
observations from the May 20, 2005 ICME. Row B shows the model result
of a single hot plasma. Row C shows the model result from a single cold
dense plasma. Row D shows a combination of the hot and cold plasma
model results using a single mixing ratio. Row E shows a combination
of the hot and cold plasma model results using a mass dependent mixing
ratio.
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Species Cold Plasma Contribution Hot Plasma Contribution
Carbon 0.983 0.017
Oxygen 0.955 0.045
Silicon 0.104 0.896
Iron 0.104 0.896

Table 3.2: Mixing ratio determined for each species. The majority of the cold plasma
modeled for silicon lies outside of the range of silicon charge states resolved
for ACE/SWICS, therefore a mixing ratio isn’t able to be calculated. The
mixing ratio determined for iron is used for silicon as well.

tios. Comparing the resulting charge state distribution to that of the ACE/SWICS

observations we see a very good qualitative match. All 8 of the features we are scoring

are recreated in this model’s resulting distribution like in the previous single mixing

ratio text. A summary of the scores from our qualitative test are shown in Table 3.1

under the model 4 column. The cold iron peak no longer shows two populations, like

the previous case. Now, only the peak near Fe7+ remains, consistent with our data.

3.5 Discussion

In the previous sections, we have shown that we can qualitatively recreate the

observations of anomalously low charge state plasma from the May 20, 2005 ICME.

Our first attempts involved modeling two different single plasma to test if the cold ion

observations were a byproduct of the adiabatic cooling of the ICME as it expands into

the heliosphere. We ran a variety of cold and hot models, with a range of expansion

profiles, with a result: models based on the temperature history of one single plasma

cannot produce concurrent hot and cold signatures, as observed.

This result is not entirely surprising when considering the ionization time scales

for different mass ions. During its expansion into space, a given ion freezes in once

its ionization time scale becomes greater than its expansion time scale. Lower mass

species tend to freeze-in closer to the corona, with the freeze-in distance moving

outwards as the mass of the species increases (Geiss et al., 1995; Buergi and Geiss ,
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1986). In our ICME simulation, the presence of hot plasma requires heating very early

on in the plasmas expansion history. In this case, carbon and oxygen charge state

distributions freeze-in while the ICME plasma is still heating and therefore reflect

these high temperatures. Furthermore, the plasma density may be large enough to

allow the heavier species to recombine further out, relaxing into lower and cooler

charge states, but successively losing high charge state signatures. Thus, we can

conclude that low ionic charge state plasma seen in all four species in ICMEs cannot

result strictly from expansion effects on a single plasma population. Similarly, in the

case of the single cold case, the plasma never experiences a hot enough environment

to produce ions in the higher charge states, such as those observed in the ICME

observation.

We therefore conclude that our observations are reflective of the multi-temperature

nature of CMEs observed at the Sun (House et al., 1981): Cold ionic charge states

originate in cool and dense prominence plasma. Hotter charge states come from

cloud-plasma that is magnetically dominated. Combining these two solutions, we are

able to qualitatively match the ACE/SWICS behavior in all four elements. These

two plasma contributions mix during their heliospheric expansion, suggesting that

prominence and cloud plasma are on the same field-lines in the corona, providing an

important clue for the magnetic structure and relation of prominence plasmas and

CME.

Prominences have been described as an important part of the initiation process of

CMEs. One model suggests that prominences can act as an anchor, preventing the

bent magnetic flux rope from ejecting (Low , 1999; Low et al., 1982). As plasma drains

from prominences under gravitational pull, the magnetic forces on the flux rope in the

corona are no longer balanced forcing the CME to erupt, dragging the magnetically

attached prominence with it (Low et al., 2003). Through this process, prominences

can lose ∼ 90% of their mass (Schmahl and Hildner , 1977) as the material drains from
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the loops into the corona. Despite this the prominence plasma is still a significant

portion of the ICME, accounting for an average of ∼ 20% of the mass of the ejecta

(Gilbert et al., 2006). However, this model doesn’t predict a mixing of the hot and

cold plasma. During the eruption, a helmet streamer loop is ejected as the internal

flux rope is propelled outward. The reconnection occurs low in the corona, to close

the streamer loop, but does not necessarily connect the streamer fieldlines with the

internal flux rope where the prominence is confined.

In prominence models by Karpen et al. (2001) and Aulanier et al. (2000), promi-

nences form around a neutral line where the surrounding magnetic field is highly

sheared. The breakout model of (Antiochos et al., 1999) requires a similar magnetic

configuration. They propose a multiflux system with neutral lines at the boundaries

of sheared flux arcades. Prominence plasma is then confined in the regions along

these neutral lines, called filament channels. As breakout reconnection occurs, the

magnetic field of the closed corona can reconnect with the filament channel, placing

prominence plasmas on the same fieldlines as the flux-ropes that are being formed

as part of the reconnection process (Lynch et al., 2004). This is consistent with our

observations, which show that prominence and flux-rope plasmas are on the same

fieldlines and can therefore mix.

Finally, we have shown that the best match of our model with our observations

occurs when each species experiences a different mixing ratio. Table 3.2 shows the

mixing ratios that we used. As can be seen, the lower mass species of carbon and

oxygen are composed primarily of the cold prominence material while the heavier

species, iron, is primarily composed of the hot leading edge plasma with a very small

amount of prominence material. Gravitational forcing will act stronger on these

heavier species than the lighter ones. Countering the forcing from gravity, the plasma

also experiences collisional drag, from ions traveling along the magnetic field from

the corona. However, for heavier species the gravitational force dominates the force
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from collisional drag. Gilbert et al. (2002) calculated the draining time scales for

both hydrogen and helium in a prominence assuming both of these forces were acting

on the plasma. They found that the heavier helium drains much more quickly than

hydrogen. This is consistent with our resulting ICME observation. The charge state

distribution of the lighter species is comprised of a larger percentage of prominence

material than the heavier species.
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CHAPTER IV

Studies Enabled by the Charge State Evolution

Model

4.1 Introduction

The low corona is a critical location for the heating and acceleration of the solar

wind, however the exact mechanisms governing these processes are still in question

(Edmondson, 2012). Parker (1958) presented a solution for the propagation of a

supersonic solar wind emanating from the heated solar corona, which was then con-

firmed by Mariner 10 observations while traveling to Venus (Neugebauer and Snyder ,

1962). It was eventually observed that the velocity of the solar wind is bimodal, also

showing a latitudinal dependence during solar minimum with fast wind over the poles

and slow wind near the ecliptic plane(McComas et al., 1995). These two solar wind

types originate from different plasma environments as evidenced by their distinct el-

emental and ionic composition observed in situ (Geiss et al., 1995; Neugebauer et al.,

2002; Gloeckler et al., 2003). The supersonic solution of Parker (1958) has difficulty

in creating the observed faster solar wind velocities, therefore an additional energy

source must be present to further accelerate the solar wind (Parker , 1965). The ex-

act nature of the coronal heating is not well understood, but is a central question

which a number of MHD models are investigating (Hansteen and Velli , 2012, and
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references therein). Whatever the cause, if heating occurs before the plasma becomes

frozen-in, the ramifications of the energization should be observed in the charge state

distribution observed in the heliosphere.

The Charge State Evolution model (CSEVOL), discussed in chapters II and III,

has been used to facilitate a number of investigations of the coronal environment.

CSEVOL is a powerful tool capable of making estimates of the low coronal electron

plasma environment as a function of height, constrained by in situ composition mea-

surements. This technique enables the probing of a region of the Sun where in situ

measurements are nearly impossible to obtain. Such estimations have been used to

diagnose solar wind models (Jin et al., 2012; Zurbuchen et al., 2012), bridge the gap

between spectroscopic measurements and in situ measurements (Landi et al., 2012b),

and as a tool to increase our understanding of the physical processes occurring close

to the corona (Landi et al., 2012a,c,d). Studies such as these can help constrain the

energization mechanisms the corona.

In this chapter, we will discuss in further detail three of these studies where the

use of the charge state model has played a critical role. First, we will discuss the

contributions from CSEVOL towards determining the effectiveness of using carbon

charge states as a solar wind diagnostic tool, presented in the study of Landi et al.

(2012a). Then, we will discuss the study published in Zurbuchen et al. (2012) where

CSEVOL was used, in part, to investigate the source environment of the solar wind.

Finally, we will briefly discuss an innovative use of CSEVOL. Published in Landi et al.

(2012b), we discuss a method to bridge the gap between spectroscopic observations

of the solar atmosphere and in situ measurements.
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4.2 The Effectiveness of Carbon Charge States as a Coronal

Electron Measure

Gloeckler et al. (2003) has previously shown that the derived coronal electron

temperature, from the O7+/O6+ ratio in situ, is anti-correlated to the solar wind

velocity and the derived solar wind type, separating the fast and slow wind observed

by Ulysses McComas et al. (1995). Different wind source regions are characterized by

different plasma environments which are then reflected in the charge state composition

measured in situ (Geiss et al., 1995; Neugebauer et al., 2002; Gloeckler et al., 2003).

In the study of Landi et al. (2012a), we explore the robustness of the O7+/O6+ ratio

and the effects of the dynamic coronal plasma on the charge state composition.

Landi et al. (2012a) introduced a new analysis technique wherein data is converted

into audible noise, through a process called sonification. Applying this technique on

composition data measured by ACE/SWICS, we found a strong periodicity in the

C6+/C4+ ratio. Computing the Fourier analysis of the carbon ratio observed over

the mission, we found that its fundamental frequency is 26.9 days which corresponds

directly to the typical rotation speed for features on the sun located below 45 deg

latitude. Making similar Fourier calculations of typical solar wind type indicators,

such as the velocity of helium and the O7+/O6+ ratio, yields the same periodicity

with a frequency comparable to the solar rotation rate. The Fourier analysis implies

that the C6+/C4+ ratio is in fact another strong indicator of the type of plasma being

observed, either fast or slow solar wind (Geiss et al., 1995; Neugebauer et al., 2002;

Gloeckler et al., 2003).

The ratio of oxygen charge states is traditionally used to estimate the coronal

electron temperature at the freeze-in height. CSEVOL was used to investigate the

robustness of the freeze-in temperature derived from different carbon ionization states.

Since CSEVOL requires a prescribed plasma environment to perform the calculations,
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Figure 4.1: CSEVOL input profiles of electron temperature, density and bulk plasma
velocity, provided by the Cranmer et al. (2007) solar wind model. Figure
published in Landi et al. (2012a).

the solar wind model of Cranmer et al. (2007) was selected to provide the electron

temperature, density, and bulk velocity profiles. Figure 4.1, published in (Landi et al.,

2012a) shows the input profiles to CSEVOL from the surface of the Sun out to 5 R⊙,

further out from the Sun than the freeze-in height for most ionic species. The profile

displayed was calculated from a magnetic flux tube which had a footpoint in a coronal

hole, yielding fast wind.

The results from the charge state model gives us insight into the behavior of the

charge state distribution very close to the sun. First, we determine the freeze-in height

of the charge state distribution for each species by finding the distance at which each
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species relative abundance is within 10% of its final frozen-in value. Each ion species

becomes freezes-in at different heights, within first 5 R⊙ (Hundhausen et al., 1968).

We found that both the carbon and oxygen compositions were frozen-in within 2 R⊙.

Additionally, we observed that the individual ionic species of each element became

frozen-in at different heights, as expected. The carbon species freeze-in close to each

other in height, varying between 1.24-1.62 R⊙, while the oxygen states freezes-in

further apart, varying between 1.02-1.62 R⊙.

These varying freeze-in distances have strong implications on the calculation of

the coronal electron temperatures. Traditionally, the temperature is determined by

calculating the ratio of two ions and solving the charge state conservation equation,

assuming collisional equilibrium (Geiss et al., 1995), which in turn provides an es-

timate of the coronal temperature at the site where the two ion species froze-in.

However, the individual ionic species are shown to freeze-in at different distances,

meaning that the traditional coronal electron temperature calculation uses a mix of

ions which freeze-in at different heights and different temperatures. To determine the

strength of the effect of varying freeze-in heights on the calculated electron temper-

atures, we compare the input electron temperature from the Cranmer et al. (2007)

model, to the electron temperatures calculated assuming collision equilibrium from a

variety of ratios of species ratios as a function of height above the corona.

Figure 4.2, published in Landi et al. (2012a), shows the comparison between the

electron temperature from Cranmer et al. (2007), also used as the input for the charge

state model, and the electron temperatures calculated from various ionic ratios of

carbon and oxygen as a function of heliocentric distance. The blue lines represent

different oxygen ionic ratios while the red lines represent different carbon ratios. It

can be seen that both the carbon and oxygen ionic ratios correspond to temperatures

lower than the Cranmer et al. (2007) model temperature at most distances. O5+/O6+

matches the initial electron temperature very close to the surface, but it diverges
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Figure 4.2: Electron temperature calculated from CSEVOL model output using the
ionic ratios of different oxygen and carbon species at varying heliocentric
distance. Also plotted is the temperature determined from the Cranmer
et al. (2007) model which was used as the input for CSEVOL. Figure
published in Landi et al. (2012a).
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rapidly higher in the corona and underestimates the electron temperature similar to

the behavior of the other ratios. Additionally, we see that the calculated temperatures

from the oxygen ratios vary significantly, depending on which ionic species were used.

However, the temperatures calculated from carbon ratios are similar to each other,

regardless of the ionic species used.

Ionic ratios have been shown to be strong indicators of solar wind type (Geiss

et al., 1995; Neugebauer et al., 2002; Gloeckler et al., 2003), as well as a probe of

the coronal plasma environment where the species become frozen-in (Hundhausen

et al., 1968; Geiss et al., 1995). Motivated by the auditory analysis, which concluded

that carbon ionic ratios could be very effective discriminators of solar wind type,

similar to the commonly used O7+/O6+ ratio, we used CSEVOL to investigate the

behavior of the carbon ion species as they evolve from the corona. We found that

carbon ions tend to freeze-in at heights much closer together than oxygen species.

These have important implications on the accuracy of these ionic ratios to calculate

the local freeze-in temperature in the corona. As stated in Landi et al. (2012a), we

conclude that not only can carbon ion ratios be used as effective indicators of solar

wind type, and thereby the source location of the plasma, but they also are a more

robust indicator of the freeze-in temperature in the corona.

4.3 Constraints on the Solar Wind

In Zurbuchen et al. (2012) we present a study which in part uses the CSEVOL

model in order to investigate the source environment of the solar wind by match-

ing compositional observations from the Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer

(SWICS) (Gloeckler et al., 1992) on the Uylsses spacecraft (Wenzel et al., 1992). Slow

solar wind is observed to have much more variability in time and space (von Steiger

et al., 2010). The mechanism which the slow wind escapes from the closed magnetic

field region into the heliosphere is still in question, but regardless of the mechanism
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an amount of heating and acceleration must occur to the plasma in the corona to

produce the in situ observations.

A number of solar wind models, such as those by Hansteen and Leer (1995),

Cranmer et al. (2007), and van der Holst et al. (2010), have attempted to determine

the physical process at play in the heating of the solar wind. Comparing in situ

composition measurements from Ulysses/SWICS to results from CSEVOL we are able

to explore the effectiveness on these solar wind models in their ability to match the

heating the solar plasma. We used results from a number of current solar wind models

(Hansteen and Leer , 1995; Cranmer et al., 2007; van der Holst et al., 2010) to provide

the electron density and temperature and flow velocity profiles required by CSEVOL.

Comparisons of the charge state distribution calculated from solar wind models to

in situ data illustrates the accuracy in a solar wind models ability to estimate the

near sun environment, where any energization process would be occurring to the

plasma. The estimated plasma environment will set the observed in situ charge state

distributions at 1 AU, providing a new constraint on solar wind models. Figure 4.3,

published in Zurbuchen et al. (2012), shows a set of input electron temperature,

density and bulk flow velocity profiles, which were used as input for CSEVOL. This

particular profile was calculated from the Hansteen and Leer (1995) model. The red

curves denote a fast solar wind stream, from a coronal hole, while the blue curves

denote slow solar wind, originating from a streamer.

Charge state distributions were calculated for carbon, oxygen, silicon and iron,

for both fast and slow wind solutions from these solar wind models. The charge state

distribution evolution was calculated from the corona through the heliosphere to 1

AU. Figure 4.4, published in Zurbuchen et al. (2012), shows the resulting evolution of

the fast coronal hole wind using the input profile from the Hansteen and Leer (1995)

model. The bottom row shows the evolution for each atomic species through the first

5 R⊙. During this period, each element becomes frozen-in and thus remains constant
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Figure 4.3: CSEVOL input parameters of electron temperature, density, and bulk
plasma velocity. The red curves denote fast solar wind and the blue
curves denotes slow solar wind. These curves are calculated from the
model of Hansteen and Leer (1995). Figure published in Zurbuchen et al.
(2012).
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Figure 4.4: The computed charge state evolution for carbon, oxygen, silicon, and iron
of the fast solar wind profile presented in Figure 4.3. The top row shows
the frozen-in charge state distributions at 1 AU. The bottom row shows
the evolution of the distributions throughout the first 5 solar radii. Within
this range the elements become frozen-in. Figure published in Zurbuchen
et al. (2012).

for the rest of the evolution. The top row shows the charge distribution for each

species as it would be measured at 1 AU. Figure 4.5 , published in Zurbuchen et al.

(2012), shows the evolution from a slow wind profile, also computed by the Hansteen

and Leer (1995) model. Figure 4.5 is presented in a similar format as Figure 4.4.

In both Figures 4.4 and 4.5, we see that the charge state distribution for each

species is indeed frozen-in close to the corona, as is expected (Hundhausen et al.,

1968). Comparing the top row from both igures, we see the expected compositional

difference between the two solar wind types. In Figure 4.4 we see that the composition

has a larger distribution of cooler charge state ions, which would be expected from

the fast wind which originates from the relatively cooler coronal holes (Geiss et al.,

1995). Figure 4.5 shows an ionic composition that is representative of hotter plasma
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Figure 4.5: The computed charge state evolution for carbon, oxygen, silicon, and
iron of the slow solar wind plasma presented in Figure 4.3. This data is
presented similar to that of Figure 4.4. Figure published in Zurbuchen
et al. (2012).
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temperatures compared to the resulting composition modeled from inputs from the

fast wind model. Hotter plasma such as this is expected, as slow streamer-type wind

is strongly correlated to hotter charge states (von Steiger et al., 2000). Next, we

compare the model results to Ulysses/SWICS observations. Two hour accumulations

of the Ulysses/SWICS data are used, separating the measurements into coronal-hole

type and streamer type based on the carbon and oxygen composition (von Steiger

et al., 2010).

Figure 4.6, published in Zurbuchen et al. (2012), shows the Ulysses/SWICS com-

position observations from coronal-hole wind along with the results from the charge

state evolution using fast wind profile from the Hansteen and Leer (1995) solar wind

model. Panel A shows the comparison of the helium velocity (VHe) to log(O7+/O6+).

Panels B, C, and D show the average charge state of carbon, silicon, and iron, respec-

tively, versus log(O7+/O6+). In these three panels, the blue triangle on the left of the

plot represents the average charge state calculated from the charge state model. It can

be seen that the average charge state from the model solution underestimated the com-

position when compared to the observations. In other words, the solar wind model’s

freeze-in temperatures are much cooler than those observed from the Ulysses/SWICS

measurements. Using the oxygen ratio as an example, the freeze-in temperature from

the model is estimated to be Tf = 0.65MK while the temperature calculated from

the data is around Tf = 1.1MK (Zurbuchen et al., 2012). Comparing the model’s

freeze-in temperature to the input electron temperature profile, shown in Figure 4.3

along the blue curve, we see that the estimated temperature from the oxygen ratio is

much cooler than the profile used as input to CSEVOL. This discrepancy is caused by

high speeds in the Hansteen and Leer (1995) model close to the corona. The plasma

is moving too fast for the evolving charge states to adapt to the electron environment

(Zurbuchen et al., 2012). A similar comparison was conducted using the solar wind

models of Cranmer et al. (2007); van der Holst et al. (2010) and the same result was
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Figure 4.6: Ulysses/SWICS observations of the ionic composition of in situ fast so-
lar wind compared with the charge state composition computed from the
Hansteen and Leer (1995) model. Panel A shows the log(O7+/O6+ obser-
vations versus the velocity of helium (VHe). Panels B-D show the average
charge state for carbon (QC), oxygen (QO), and iron (QFe), respectively,
each versus log(O7+/O6+. The average charge state determined from the
charge state model is denoted by the blue triangles. Figure published in
Zurbuchen et al. (2012).
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observed. The model’s charge state composition was cooler than that of the Ulysses

observations.

Figure 4.7, published in Zurbuchen et al. (2012), shows a comparison of compo-

sition measurements from Ulysses/SWICS to the charge state model results for slow

streamer wind, in a similar format to Figure 4.6. In panels B-D, the average charge

states from the evolution model are denoted by red triangles on the left side of the

plots. Once again, in panels B and C, we see that the charge states calculated from the

Hansteen and Leer (1995) model are cooler than those observed by Ulysses/SWICS.

Panel D however shows that the modeled iron charge state is actually in good agree-

ment with the observations. Once again, the calculated freeze-in temperatures from

the model charge states, of carbon and oxygen, is less than the freeze-in tempera-

ture calculated from the data. For oxygen, the model estimates a temperature of

Tf = 0.85 MK while the data estimates temperatures ranging Tf = 1.3 − 1.7 MK

(von Steiger , 2008). The iron temperature determined from the model is comparable

to the data, both around Tf = 1.1 MK. Carbon and oxygen charge states freeze-in

much closer to the sun and, in the model, are moving too fast to adapt to the sur-

rounding environment before freezing-in (Zurbuchen et al., 2012). The iron state,

which freezes-in further from the Sun (Geiss et al., 1995), coupled with the slower

velocity of the streamer wind model, has time to adapt to the environment and reflect

the Ulysses/SWICS observations. This same result was observed using a number of

different solar wind models as the input to CSEVOL.

Comparing the CSEVOL results from a number of solar wind models to the

Ulysses/SWICS observations we find that the resulting charge state distributions from

the solar wind models tend to underestimate the composition of the plasma, consist-

ing of cooler ions than those observed in situ, for both coronal-hole and streamer

wind. These cooler ionic compositions are not due to the temperature of the corona

calculated from the solar wind models, as these tend to be within the values that are
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Figure 4.7: Ulysses/SWICS observations of the ionic composition of in situ slow so-
lar wind compared with the charge state composition computed from
the Hansteen and Leer (1995) model. We present this data similar to
Figure 4.5. The average charge state determined from the charge state
model is denoted by the red triangles. Figure published in Zurbuchen
et al. (2012).
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calculated from composition observations, namely T ∼ 1 MK. More likely, the early

coronal flow velocities predicted by the solar wind models we considered (Hansteen

and Leer , 1995; Cranmer et al., 2007; van der Holst et al., 2010) are too high. This

causes the plasma to flow quickly out of the corona leaving little time for the charge

states to adapt to the environment. In turn, the charge states distributions predicted

would reflect a distribution frozen-in deeper in the corona than what is observed to

occur (Zurbuchen et al., 2012).

4.4 Bridging the Gap Between Spectroscopic and in situ

Measurments

CSEVOL, up to this point, has been used with prescribed electron temperature,

density, and flow velocities, determined either through trial-and-error or from a solar

wind model, to predict the in situ charge state distribution for comparison with obser-

vations. Comparing these results to ionic measurements has enabled new constraints

on the early coronal environment. Landi et al. (2012b) discusses two innovative

methods to incorporate spectroscopic measurements into this process. Spectroscopic

measurements can determine the composition of the plasma close to the corona based

on the strength of various emission lines of radiation. One method will be used to

robustly validate solar wind models, from the corona throughout the heliosphere. The

other method will use a trial-and-error method to determine the best profile to bridge

the composition measurements remotely obtained in the corona to in situ measure-

ments in the heliosphere when the two observations can be obtained in quadrature.

Landi et al. (2012b) demonstrates a proof of concept of one of these methods by

investigating the coronal wind and equatorial wind models of Cranmer et al. (2007).

At 1 AU, the predicted charge states from CSEVOL are compared to characteristic in

situ observations obtained from SWICS on the ACE spacecraft. Similar to the Zur-
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buchen et al. (2012) results, we observed discrepancies between the predicted charge

states and the observations, due to the flow velocity in the corona from the model. In

the corona, synthetic emission lines were computed based on the charge state evolu-

tion. These emission lines were compared to coronal hole and equatorial observations

from the EUV Imaging Spectrometer (EIS) (Culhane et al., 2007) onboard Hinode

and the Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation (SUMER) (Wilhelm

et al., 1995) instrument onboard SOHO. The charge state model was shown to esti-

mate line intensities closer to those observed in the corona than intensities calculated

from a LTE calculation. The deviation from the spectroscopic observations is also

caused by the MHD model’s overestimation of the coronal flow velocities. Landi et al.

(2012b) was only an initial demonstration, but has shown that CSEVOL, and similar

charge state models, can be used to fill in the gaps between spectroscopic and in

situ composition measurements producing stronger constraints and estimates on the

plasma environment from the corona throughout the heliosphere.
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CHAPTER V

The Wind/STICS Data Processor

In this chapter, we will discuss the method we use to process data from the

Suprathermal Ion Composition Spectrometer (STICS) onboard the Wind spacecraft.

We first provide an overview of the satellite’s mission, followed by details of the in-

strument itself. Then, we discuss the process we employ to calculate distribution

functions for various ionic species from the particle counts observed by the instru-

ment. Finally, we discuss a novel method we have begun to use to contend with the

intermittent nature of the data.

5.1 The Wind Mission

The Wind spacecraft began operating nearly 20 years ago. It was launched on

November 1, 1994 and started its data collection shortly thereafter. Wind is one of

two missions that make up the Global Geospace Science (GGS) initiative, the United

States contribution to the International Solar Terrestrial Physics (ISTP) program.

Prior to this, many spacecraft missions worked independently to make observations

with different individual focuses. Wind, combined with its sister spacecraft POLAR,

were designed to investigate the solar-terrestrial system together, with a main empha-

sis on the flow of energy, mass, and momentum in the geospace environment (Acuña

et al., 1995). Geospace refers to both Earth’s magnetosphere and the nearby helio-
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spheric environment. To accomplish a thorough investigation of this environment,

Wind observes the upstream region of the magnetosphere and bow shock while PO-

LAR observes the Earth’s magnetosphere via a polar orbit. In addition to these two

spacecraft, the ISTP program includes contributions from a number of international

space agencies. The European Space Agency (ESA) provided SOHO and CLUSTER,

the Japanese Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS), now combined with

the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), provided GEOTAIL, and the

Russian Space Agency provided INTERBALL (Acuña et al., 1995; Chotoo, 1998).

These missions combined to provide a global view of the entire solar-terrestrial sys-

tem, ranging from remote observations of the Sun, to in situ measurements in the

deep tail of the Earth’s magnetosphere.

Wind, as seen in Figure 5.1, is equipped with a series of instruments to investigate

the magnetic field, waves and the plasma environment, including solar wind and

energetic particles. Wind is a cylindrical spin-stabilized spacecraft, with its spin axis

oriented perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. The spacecraft spins at an angular speed

of twenty rotations per minute (Harten and Clark , 1995). Initially, Wind launched

with a three year mission plan, composed of a series of orbits enabling observations

both upstream and downstream of the Earth’s bowshock. This was accomplished

through a number of petal orbits, utilizing lunar swingbys (Acuña et al., 1995). The

initial mission orbits are shown in Figure 5.2.

In 1997, the spacecraft was originally planned to enter into a halo orbit about the

1st Langragian Point (L1), approximately 240 Earth radii upstream from the Earth,

along the Sun-Earth line. Here it would begin to monitor the solar wind environment

continuously. This plan was changed however, and Wind continued sampling the

magnetosphere and upstream conditions with another series of petal orbits, taking

the spacecraft through the magnetosheath and bow shock and eventually further

downstream the magnetotail. Beginning in 2001 and lasting until late 2003, Wind
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the Wind spacecraft. The location of its instruments are
indicated. Published in Harten and Clark (1995)
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the initially planned orbit for Wind. Shown, is the orbit
projected on the GSE X-Y plane. Published in Acuña et al. (1995)

began prograde orbits, taking it far from the Earth along a direction perpendicular

to the Sun-Earth axis. A diagram of this orbital phase is shown in Figure 5.3. In late

2003, the Wind spacecraft performed a deep magnetotail transit, traveling further

than 200 Earth radii downstream in the magnetotail, before finally moving out to

orbit L1 in mid 2004. Since then, Wind has continually monitored the solar wind

upstream of the Earth.

As previously mentioned, for nearly 20 years the Wind spacecraft has been pro-

viding a number of different observations from a variety of plasma environments and

solar conditions using eight different instruments, composed of twenty-four different

sensors (Acuña et al., 1995; Chotoo, 1998). The magnetic field is observed using the

Magnetic Field Investigation (MFI) instrument (Lepping et al., 1995). Radio and

plasma waves, that occur throughout the geospace environment, are observed with

the Radio and Plasma Waves Investigation (WAVES) (Bougeret et al., 1995). Par-

ticles are measured over a large range of energies from the six other instruments.

Low energy bulk plasma, from 7 ev to 22 keV, is observed by the Solar Wind Ex-

periment (SWE) (Ogilvie et al., 1995) while the 3-D Plasma (3DP) instrument (Lin
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the Wind prograde orbit from mid-2001 to late 2003.
Shown, is the orbit projected on the GSE X-Y plane. Plot obtained
from the wind.nasa.gov/orbit.php site.

et al., 1995), provides three-dimensional distribution information for plasma in this

energy range. Energetic particle distributions are observed between the energies of

0.2 − 500 MeV with the Energetic Particles: Acceleration, Composition Transport

(EPACT) instrument (von Rosenvinge et al., 1995). Gamma-rays are observed on-

board Wind from two separate instruments: the Transient Gamma-Ray Spectrometer

(TGRS) (Palmer et al., 1995) and the Konus experiment (Aptekar et al., 1995). Fi-

nally, the composition of the heliospheric plasma from the bulk solar wind through

the suprathermal tail is observed with the Solar wind/Mass Suprathermal ion com-

position studies (SMS) instrument suite (Gloeckler et al., 1995). For the remainder

of this chapter, we focus on the data from the suprathermal ion population observed

from the Suprathermal Ion Composition Spectrometer (STICS), which is part of SMS

(Gloeckler et al., 1995).
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5.2 The Suprathermal Ion Composition Spectrometer (STICS)

STICS is a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer, capable of measuring inde-

pendently an incoming particle’s mass, charge state, and energy. A diagram of the

instrument is shown in Figure 5.4. Particles enter through the instrument aperture

and immediately pass through an electrostatic deflection system. Here, an electric

potential is imposed on two curved plates which the particle passes between. This

potential causes the particle’s path to be deflected, allowing only ions with a specific

energy-per-charge (E/Q) through. The deflection plates step through thirty logarith-

mically spaced voltages, allowing ions to pass through with energies ranging between

6.2−223.1 keV/e. This curved deflection system not only selects the E/Q of incoming

particles but also helps to prevent any stray light from making it into the instrument.

Once through the deflection system, the particle impacts a very thin carbon foil (∼

2µg/cm2), at the beginning of the TOF telescope. The carbon foil is thin enough for

an energetic ion to pass through, but it will knock off one or more secondary electrons

as it does. This secondary electron is then detected by the front secondary electron

detector assembly (SEDA), which causes a start signal for the TOF calculation. The

front SEDA consists of a microchannel plate (MCP), which generates the start signal,

and two discrete anodes, which help to provide the elevation angle information of the

ion. The ion does lose some energy as it passes through the carbon foil which can

be estimated, as described later. Once inside the TOF telescope, the ion travels a

distance of 10.0 cm until it strikes a solid state detector (SSD). Here, two things

happen. First, if the incident ion has an energy that is greater than the measurement

threshold of the SSD, ∼ 30 keV, then the energy of the ion can be measured. And

second, on impact with the SSD, the ion knocks another secondary electron off of the

detector. This electron is then detected by the rear SEDA, causing a stop signal for

the TOF analysis. With both the start and stop signals, the duration the ion spent

in the TOF telescope can be determined. Since the length of the telescope is known,
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Figure 5.4: Simplified cross-section of the STICS instrument. It shows the path of a
particle as it enters the detector and travels through the system. Pub-
lished in (Gloeckler et al., 1995).

the velocity of the particle can also then be obtained (Gloeckler et al., 1995; Chotoo,

1998). Figure 5.4 shows these components of the STICS instrument which an ion

encounters during its path through the system.

The entrance aperture of STICS is oriented such that it is perpendicular to the

spin axis of Wind. This allows observations over all azimuthal angles. The instrument

itself consists of three TOF telescopes. Oriented such that observations spanning from

79.5◦ above the ecliptic plane to−79.5◦ below the ecliptic plane can be made, split into

three sectors, one for each telescope 53◦ in span. These three sectors are shown in the

top portion of figure 5.5. Two 53◦ telescopes look above and below the ecliptic plane,

while one 53◦ telescope looks directly along the plane. Since the instrument look

direction is perpendicular to the spin axis, STICS can observe all azimuthal directions
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Figure 5.5: Field-of-View (FOV) of STICS. The top picture shows the off-ecliptic
FOV, in the GSE X-Z plane. The bottom picture shows the azimuthal
acceptance angle for STICS for 1 observational sector, in the GSE X-Y
plane. Sectors not to scale.

as the spacecraft spins. The angular acceptance angle of the instrument is 4.8◦ and

continually observes particles as the spacecraft spins, observing all azimuthal angles.

The azimuthal observations are divided into sixteen equally sized bins, each having

a span of 22.5◦. These are numbered from 0-15, with sector 0 denoting when the

deflection system’s voltage changes. The bottom portion of figure 5.5 demonstrates

the azimuthal span of the STICS instrument. These individual observation bins

combine to give nearly three-dimensional compositional analysis of the suprathermal

plasma (Chotoo, 1998).

STICS is optimized to make high cadence observations of the suprathermal plasma

population. As previously mentioned, the Wind spacecraft rotates at speed of 20 rpm,

equivalent to 3 seconds per spin. Each deflection voltage step is held for 2 spins in

order to make observations in all sixteen azimuthal sectors at each voltage. To step

through all of the voltage steps it takes 60 spins, or 3 minutes. Therefore, STICS
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is able to make a single E/Q and direction observation with a time resolution of 3

seconds, and can sample the full distribution of energies, in all directions, every 3

minutes.

Properties of each observed particle, such as mass, mass-per-charge (M/Q), and

energy are calculated onboard the spacecraft. The particle data is then finally trans-

mitted to Earth in two forms. In the first form, the data is binned onboard into

previously set bins based on ion mass and M/Q. The particles are accumulated

in each bin over the amount of time it takes for the instrument to cycle through

all voltage steps, creating matrix rates for each ionic species. For the He2+ matrix

rate, the full directional information is retained. While for the H+ rate, only half

of the directional information is preserved, as each returned rate is the combination

of two observational sectors. Finally, for twenty other ionic species, which represent

a number of heavy ions (such as C4+, O6+, and Fe10+), the returned matrix rate

is accumulated over all observation directions, retaining no directional information.

In addition to the matrix rates, STICS also creates a number of Pulse Height Ana-

lyzed (PHA) words for a subset of the particles observed by the instrument. Each

PHA word contains the measured time-of-flight, energy, and observation direction

information. This allows the element, ionic state, and velocity of the particle to be

determined. With this information, the phase space distribution for each ionic species

can be calculated.

5.3 From PHAs to the Phase Space Distribution Function

In order to maximize the scientific uses of the suprathermal plasma observations

from STICS, we often need more information than the counting rate of particles alone.

PHA words make it possible to produce the phase space distributions for each ionic

species. A phase space distribution describes the density of particles, from a given

parcel of plasma, as a function of velocity of the particles. In other words, we can
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see how the particles in a plasma are distributed over a range of energy and space.

As with any distribution, we can then take moments of this distribution in order

to determine the bulk parameters of the plasma. For instance, the zeroth moment

determines the density of the plasma, the first moment determines the bulk velocity,

and the second moment determines the thermal velocity. The process to convert

an instrument’s counting rates to a phase space distribution is well understood (von

Steiger et al., 2000). For the STICS instrument, we follow a process similar to that

presented in Chotoo (1998).

5.3.1 Calculating Physical Properties from the PHA Word

To begin, we first need to identify the ionic species that created each PHA word.

As previously mentioned, each PHA consists of the time-of-flight, energy, and direc-

tional information. This information can be used to determine the identity of the

ion. However, since this information is encoded into digital channel numbers to pre-

serve memory space, we first need to convert these to physical units. Chotoo (1998)

describes this process, using the following equations.

To calculate the time-of-flight, in ns, of the the particle, τ , from the digital channel

number, TCH, we use the following equation.

τ = (Tch − 44)/2.372530695 (5.1)

To determine the measured energy, in keV, from the SSD, Emeas, from the com-

pressed energy channel, Ec, we use the process described in Chotoo (1998). Due to

the memory constraints on the size of each PHA word, only 1024 different energy

channels are able to be used. However, in order to represent the full span of energies

for the many different ionic species of the solar plasma, the telemetered channel num-

ber is compressed from the actual energy channel number Ed. This allows a greater

span of energy bins. Therefore, we need to first decompress the channel.
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Ed = Ec for Ec < 256 (5.2)

Ed = 2Ec − 256 for 256 ≤ Ec ≤ 384 (5.3)

Ed = 4Ec − 1024 for 384 ≤ Ec < 1024 (5.4)

Then the measured energy can be obtained from the following relation.

Emeas = (Ed + 6)/0.37654782 (5.5)

We can determine the E/Q, in keV/e, of the ion based on the the deflection voltage

step number, DV S, that the instrument is set to when the particle passes through

the deflection system. This step number is contained within the PHA word. To

determine the E/Q, from the step number, DV S we can use the following equation.

E/Q = 6.190722 ∗ (1.1225857)DVS (5.6)

As previously discussed, the STICS instruments steps through a total of thirty

separate voltages which are applied across the deflection plates, allowing ions with

energies ranging from 6.2−223.1 keV/e. In order to fully sample all sixteen azimuthal

directions at each voltage step, the deflection voltage is currently held constant for two

spins. This allows for an ample observation time while in the heliosphere. Therefore,

it takes a total of sixty spins to step through all the defined voltage steps once. One full

sequence of all the voltage steps is defined as a cycle. The order in which the voltage

is applied can be defined at any time. Currently, STICS uses a triangular stepping

sequence. In other words, the deflection plates begin at the lowest possible voltage

and steadily increase to the maximum voltage over the next thirty spins, holding

each step constant for two spins. After the plates reach the maximum voltage of the
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Figure 5.6: Typical E/Q stepping sequence for the STICS deflection system.

stepping table, STICS steadily steps back down to its minimum voltage over the next

thirty spins. The voltages applied during the first thirty steps are different from those

applied during the last thirty steps, allowing different ion E/Q through on either side

of the voltage maximum. An illustration of the triangular stepping sequence is shown

in figure 5.6.

5.3.2 Ion Identification

Once the TOF, E/Q, and energy of a PHA are determined, identification of the

ionic species is possible. This can be accomplished in a few different ways. First,

we will discuss using the time-of-flight and the energy-per-charge of the particles.

Figure 5.7 shows the distribution of PHAs, accumulated over the entire year of 2004,

versus the time-of-flight and the E/Q of the measured ion. It can be seen that there

are a number of distinct tracks that are enhanced over the background. These tracks

correspond to individual ion species. The three bright tracks on the left side of the
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of the particles over the time-of-flight and energy-per-charge
measured by STICS. The data shown is an accumulation of PHAs over
the entire year of 2004. The thin black line is the predicted location of O+,
while the two thick black lines indicates the bin used for O+ identification.

data correspond to H+, He2+ and He+. In early 2004, Wind was finishing its deep

magnetotail orbit, spending a portion of time sampling the Earth’s magnetosphere,

resulting in a large O+ track appearing in the data, to the right of the previously

mentioned three tracks. We will use this track as an example of identification using

the TOF and E/Q distribution.

To ensure that the TOF track is composed of O+ ions, we first predict the time-

of-flight for an O+ ion at all the energy-per-charge steps of STICS. We do this by

calculating the velocity an ion would have after it passes through the carbon foil, Vion

in km/s, entering the STICS TOF telescope during energy-per-charge step, E/Q in

keV/e, using the following relation.
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Vion = 439.36 ∗
√

((E/Q) ∗ (Q/M)− (Eloss/M)) (5.7)

In the above equation, Q/M represents the ratio of the charge to mass of a specific

ion. To improve the accuracy of the ion’s predicting velocity in the TOF telescope,

we must account for the energy lost by the ion when it passes through the carbon

foil, Eloss. This can be estimated by using the Transport of Ions in Matter (TRIM)

software (part of the Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) software package,

www.srim.org). TRIM calculates the kinetic energy a particle loses when passing

through some material from collisions with the atoms of the material. By performing

a monte carlo simulation of atoms of a specific energy impacting a defined material one

can estimate the average loss of energy for a particle passing through that material.

Figure 5.8 shows one such calculation we performed for an oxygen atom with an energy

of 78.81 keV impacting a layer of carbon 89 angstroms thick, similar to the carbon foil

in STICS. The energy loss has a gaussian distribution, due to the randomness of the

scattering of the particle in the material. Therefore, we can determine the energy loss

for a particular energy-per-charge step by calculating the mean of the distribution.

This calculation is carried out for all E/Q steps of the instrument to characterize the

energy loss for all possible ion observations.

Once the velocity of the ion has been determined, it is trivial to determine the

ion’s time-of-flight, τ in ns, through the TOF system. Since the distance the ion

travels in the TOF telescope, d = 10.0 cm, is known, τ is simply the ratio of distance

to velocity. The following equation shows this relation, where the leading factor of

10000 performs the necessary unit conversion.

τion = 10000 ∗ d

vion
(5.8)

Combining Equation 5.7 and Equation 5.8 results in the relation for the predicted
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Figure 5.8: Results of the TRIM calculation for a number of oxygen atoms, with an
energy of 78.81 keV, impacting a carbon foil of thickness of 89 angstroms,
the same thickness as the carbon foil on STICS. The red curve is a gaus-
sian curve fit to the histogram, with the mean energy loss and standard
deviation displayed.
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time-of-flight of an ion determined by its E/Q, as measured by STICS.

τ =

[

439.36

10, 000 ∗ d ∗
√

((E/Q) ∗ (Q/M)− (Eloss/M))

]−1

(5.9)

In Figure 5.7, the predicted time-of-flight, using Equation 5.9, of an O+ ion is

plotted as the thin black line. It can be seen that this predicted track lines up with

the bright track in the data. For each voltage step, a range of potential E/Q of the

incident ions are capable of passing through the deflection system. This is referred

to as the energy passband, ∆E/Q. Calibration data has shown that the average

passband is ∆E/Q
E/Q

= 1.9% (Chotoo, 1998). Considering this spread in E/Q we can

create a TOF band, centered on the predicted track, for a given ion. This band is

shown in Figure 5.7, by the two thick black lines. Any PHA landing in this band

we then classify as an O+ ion. As can be seen, the entire bright track in the data

lies within these bounds. For any ion which we can create a track for, we can then

classify using the time-of-flight and energy-per-charge information of the PHA.

The TOF-E/Q method works well for ions that have distinct mass-per-charge

ratios, but for many of the heavy ions, these tracks would overlap each other, making

it harder to classify the ions. Instead we can use the mass and mass-per-charge

calculated from each PHA word. From the E/Q, energy, and time-of-flight of the

PHA, we can calculate the mass and M/Q. This method is similar to the one used

onboard the spacecraft to create the matrix rates previously discussed. Chotoo (1998)

provides the equations used for these conversions.

M = 2 ∗ (τ/d)2 ∗ (Emeas/γ) (5.10)

M/Q = 2 ∗ (τ/d)2 ∗ (E/Q) (5.11)

We then create a distribution of PHAs, accumulated over a length of time, in
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Figure 5.9: The top panel shows a distribution of PHA words from May 30, 1995
versus M/Q and mass. The bottom panel shows the distribution of counts
integrated over all masses as a function of M/Q. The Mass-M/Q box
boundaries for H+ ions is shown, as well as the general location of the
He2+ ions, He+ ions, C group, O group, and Fe group.

Mass-M/Q space. Figure 5.9 shows one such distribution, accumulated on May 30,

1995, similar to the Figure in Chotoo (1998). Compared to Figure 5.7, individual ions

appears as distributions spread around a single point, determined by the ion’s mass

and M/Q, instead of tracks. The top panel of Figure 5.9 displays the distribution

of particles that created PHA words, while the bottom panel shows the number of

particles per M/Q. The bottom panel is created by integrating over all masses for

each M/Q bin in the distribution.

Based on the mass and M/Q of each species, the identification of the ionic species

is possible for each particle. To do this, we create boxes in Mass-M/Q space, centered
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Ionic Species Mass Low Mass High M/Q Low M/Q High
(amu) (amu) (amu/e) (amu/e)

H+ 0.0 2.13 0.90 1.26
He+ 2.79 6.30 3.55 4.67
He2+ 2.79 6.30 1.61 2.32
C4+ 9.04 12.99 2.87 3.24
C5+ 9.04 12.99 2.25 2.54
C6+ 9.04 12.99 1.87 2.18
O+ 4.80 79.30 14.89 20.20
O6+ 10.83 20.41 2.54 2.87
O7+ 14.21 20.41 2.11 2.46
Fe8+ 38.45 79.28 6.53 7.38
Fe9+ 38.45 79.28 5.78 6.53
Fe10+ 38.45 79.28 5.28 5.78
Fe11+ 38.45 79.28 4.82 5.28
Fe12+ 38.45 79.28 4.40 4.82
Fe14+ 38.45 79.28 3.77 4.14
Fe16+ 38.45 79.28 3.34 3.55

Table 5.1: Mass and M/Q boundaries for ionic species measured by Wind/STICS.
Published in Chotoo (1998).

on the mass and M/Q for each species. These boxes account for any spread of the

ions in the space due to energy loss of the ion in the system and the energy passband

of the instrument allowing ions with energies ranging about the E/Q step to enter

the system. In Figure 5.9 we show one such box, in the top panel, for selecting

protons. Any particle that falls within this box is classified as a proton. Using the

same mass and M/Q box definitions which STICS uses onboard to create the matrix

rates for heavy ions, as described earlier, we can then classify a number of the ions.

In Figure 5.9 we have indicated the distribution of both the He+ and He2+ ion as

well as the general location of the C, O, and Fe groups of ions.

Table 5.1 shows the boundaries of these boxes in both dimensions for the heavy

ions which we can currently identify, provided by Chotoo (1998). If an incoming

particle does not have enough energy to overcome the SSD energy threshold, then its

mass can not be determined. These events are called double coincidence events, as

only a start and stop signal can be made, as opposed to a triple coincidence event,
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when both timing signals and an energy measurement can be made. The mass of a

double coincidence particle can not be determined, and will then have a mass of zero

amu. These events can still be included in analysis for some ions, by only considering

the M/Q ranges from Table 5.1. The bottom panel of Figure 5.9 illustrates the

M/Q range for H+. Inside these bounds we can see a clear peak, corresponding the

large contribution of proton measurements. Additionally, we can see a significant

peak near M/Q ∼ 2, corresponding to the He2+ observations. Further identification

in this manner can be difficult however, as many heavy ions have a very similar

M/Q. For example, the M/Q of O7+ is ∼ 2.4 while the M/Q of C5+ is ∼ 2.3.

The distribution for an ion is spread out in mass-M/Q space, making it difficult to

discriminate between two ions in the region where they may overlap.

5.3.3 Calculating Differential Flux

In order to minimize the observational error of a specific ion, we accumulate the

observations over a duration of time. With the number of ions observed over this time

period known, we can then calculate the phase space distribution of the sampled

plasma, following the methodology of Chotoo (1998). The first step, is to convert

the counts into differential flux. The differential flux describes the flux of particles,

per unit of energy, incident on the instrument’s detectors. The conversion from the

number of counts of a particular ion identified by STICS to flux, is straightforward.

Chotoo (1998) gives the relation as

dJ

dE
=

counts

g∆E/Qη1 η2 ∆t

DC BRnorm

Boxeff

(5.12)

The differential flux has units of [cm2 s sr keV/amu]−1 and is denoted as dJ
dE

in the

above equation, while counts is the number of ions that we have identified by one of

the identification previously discussed for a particular E/Q step. The accumulation

time of the observation is denoted by ∆t. The remaining terms in the above equation
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Telescope Parallel Beam Isotropic
Geometric Factor (cm2) Geometric Factor (cm2 sr)

1 0.72± 0.18 0.031± 0.002
2 0.68± 0.18 0.029± 0.002
3 0.74± 0.18 0.029± 0.002

Table 5.2: Geometric factors for STICS determined from calibration. As published
in Chotoo (1998).

describe the efficiency of the STICS instrument’s ability to observe an ion from the

incident flux and will be described in further detail.

The geometric factor of the instrument is represented by g in Equation 5.12. As

not every particle is able to make it into the instrument due to scattering in the

electrostatic analyzer and the particle’s angle of entry, the geometric factor repre-

sents the relationship between the counting rate of particles in the instrument and

the actual incident flux from the heliosphere on the aperture.. This factor represents

the effective aperture size that particles can enter the system through. The values

for the geometric factors of STICS are published in Chotoo (1998) and shown in Ta-

ble 5.2. These values were determined from pre-flight calibration and in-flight cross

calibration (Chotoo, 1998). If the radiation is from a beam of particles entering the

instrument perpendicular to the aperture, then the geometric factor is only dependent

on the area of the aperture. If, however, the particles are isotropically distributed

and impacting the aperture at a number of different angles, then the geometric fac-

tor is dependent on the full solid angle acceptance range of the aperture (Chotoo,

1998). This results in smaller geometric factors, seen in Table 5.2, for isotropic par-

ticle distributions compared to that from the parallel beam case. The parallel beam

approximation is appropriate for particle populations originating from a single source,

such as the solar wind, while the isotropic factor is used for particle populations which

are evenly distributed in velocity space, such as the suprathermal particles or pick-up

ion distribution.

As previously discussed, the deflection system of STICS is designed to allow only
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particles with a particular E/Q to enter the instrument. However, the E/Q of par-

ticles that do make it through the deflection system spread over a small range about

this value. This is called the energy passband, ∆E/Q, as described in the previous

section. From calibration data, this has been found to have a value of ∆E/Q
E/Q

∼ 1.9%

(Chotoo, 1998).

Not all the particles that make it through the deflection system become measured

by the TOF telescope. The likelihood of a particle of a particle in the TOF telescope

to pass through the carbon foil and then trigger a measurement at the SSD detector

is referred to as the efficiency and is denoted by the ηX terms in Equation 5.12. The

efficiency of a particle passing through the carbon foil and triggering a start signal is

referred to as the start efficiency, η1. The efficiency denoted by η2 can refer to two

different situations. If we are considering triple coincidence particles, then η2 refers

to the triple efficiency. The triple efficiency describes the ability for a particle to

produce both the stop signal and the SSD energy measurement. If however, we also

choose to consider double coincidence events in the analysis, then η2 refers to the stop

efficiency. The stop efficiency illustrates the ability of a particle, that has triggered a

start signal, to trigger a stop signal. These efficiencies have been determined during

the calibration of the instrument, and are provided by Chotoo (1998). Figure 5.10

shows a sample efficiency curve for protons. The top panel shows the start efficiency,

η1, and the middle panel shows the triple efficiency, η2. Since, the calculation for

differential flux uses the product of these efficiencies, we show this in the bottom

panel. This represents the overall efficiency of a particle that passes through the

deflection system to be measured by the TOF system.

The value DC, in Equation 5.12, is the deadtime correction for the instrument.

Each spin of the Wind spacecraft takes 3 seconds, however the instrument does not

make observations for this entire time. This is due to a number of reasons as the

instrument requires time for flight software to classify ions which it has previously
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Figure 5.10: Efficiency curves for protons. The top panel shows the efficiency of an
incoming particle to trigger a start signal. The middle curve shows the
efficiency of a particle that has triggered a start signal also triggering
a stop signal and a measured energy from the SSD. The bottom curve
shows the combination of these first two curves. Curves are determined
from calibration data, and published in Chotoo (1998). The red asterisks
represent the E/Q steps from the deflection system.
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Sector Deadtime Correction Factor
0 2.143

1-15 1.068
Full Spin 1.103

Table 5.3: The deadtime correction factors for STICS. As published in Chotoo (1998).

observed, read counters, and perform other housekeeping chores. These things happen

between every observation sector. There is a longer deadtime period for the first

observation sector of each spin. The voltage in the deflection system is changed at

the beginning of the spin and more time is required for the stepping voltages to settle.

As there are sixteen observation sectors, each one lasting 187.5 ms. The instrument

has a deadtime of 12 ms between each sector, and an additional 100 ms of deadtime for

sector 0 (Chotoo, 1998). Sector 0 will always have a deadtime of 100 ms, as a convince

for the data processing unit, regardless of whether the voltage has been changed. The

deadtime correction is simply a factor to account for this lost observation time, and is

determined by the ratio of total available time to actual observation time. Table 5.3

shows the deadtime correction factors for sector 0, the first observation sector, and

the other sectors. Additionally, the deadtime correction factor for an entire spin is

shown. This is used when we use considering one of the counting rates that does not

have directional information. These factors were published in Chotoo (1998).

The BRnorm term represents the basic rate normalization applied to the observed

counts. Since STICS cannot return a PHA word for every measured particle, three

basic rates (BR), for eight azimuthal directions, are returned accounting for particles

falling within 3 separate mass-M/Q regions. The PHAs are then created for a portion

of particles in each of these bins, distributed based on the priority assigned to each

mass-M/Q region. One bin encompasses H+, He+, and He2+, which composes a

majority of the observed heliospheric plasma.

To ensure that all the telemetered PHA words are not created from protons, this

region is given the lowest priority. In other words, the smallest number of PHAs are
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Ion Box Efficiency
H+ 0.90 forDV S < 15

0.99 forDV S ≥ 15
He+ 0.98
He2+ 0.98

Table 5.4: The box efficiency for the M-M/Q boxes of H+, He+, and He2+. The
efficiencies for H+ are dependent on the deflection voltage step number,
DV S. This were published in Chotoo (1998).

created per number of measured particles.

Multiply charged heavy ions constitute the next highest priority, and singly charged

pick-up heavy ions have the highest priority. The basic rate then describes the total

amount of particles that were observed by STICS. Thus, the basic rate normalization

is simply the ratio BRnormi
= BRi/PHAi for each azimuthal sector, where i repre-

sents the basic rate region and PHAi refers to the number of PHA words created

from particles falling in that region (Chotoo, 1998).

The final term in Equation 5.12 represents the efficiency of the mass-M/Q box

to include all observed ions of the particular box, Boxeff . The ion distribution can

spread beyond the bounds of the mass-M/Q box that is defined. The box efficiency

is meant to correct for the number ions that are observed by STICS but are not

properly identified due to the limitations of the mass-M/Q box used. Chotoo (1998)

has characterized this value for the H+, He+, and He2+ boxes, while further ion box

efficiencies have yet to be characterized. As seen in Chotoo (1998) and table 5.4, this

correction is very small and should not alter the resulting differential flux much. For

the ions not yet characterized, we use an efficiency of 1.0. Table 5.4 shows that there

are two separate efficiencies for H+. As Chotoo (1998) describes, this is due to a

larger amount of energy being lost in the carbon foil for the less energetic protons.

Protons, due to their lighter mass and momentum, suffer from a greater energy loss

in the carbon foil when the protons are slower. This causes the distribution to spread

more, resulting in more protons falling outside of the classification box.
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5.3.4 From Differential Flux to a Phase Space Distribution

Finally, we can obtain a phase distribution for a given ionic species, by calculating

the phase space density from the differential flux. The phase space density, f in units

of s3/km6, is the density of particles occurring in a volume of velocity space. This

can be written in the same manner as Chotoo (1998).

f =
dN

d3r d3v
(5.13)

The density of the particles is defined as the number of particles, dN , present in

a volume of space, d3r. The d3v represents the volume of velocity space that the

particles inhabit. Velocity space is another way of describing the energy range of a

particular population of particles. To obtain the density of particles passing through

the instrument, we relate it to the differential flux observed by STICS, using the

following relation from Chotoo (1998).

dN =
dJ

dE
dAdE dΩ dt (5.14)

In the above equation, dJ/dE is the differential flux measured by STICS. The

other terms describe how the observation was obtained. The dA term represents the

unit area which particles are flowing through, dE represents the range of energies of

the incident particles, dΩ is the solid angle acceptance cone of the aperture, and dt is

the accumulation time of the measurement. Combining these two equations, we can

get to a relation between differential flux and phase space distribution, as derived in

Chotoo (1998).

dN = f d3r d3v (5.15)

dJ

dE
dAdE dΩ = f d3r d3v (5.16)
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We can simplify this relation further. First, we transform the differential velocity

space into spherical coordinates, by d3v = v2 dv dΩ. Next, since dr = v dt, we can

re-write the differential space term as, d3r = v dt dA. Substituting these two relations

into the above equation gives the following equation.

dJ

dE
dAdE dΩ = f v3 dv dΩ dA dt (5.17)

Canceling like terms from this equations, yields

dJ

dE
dE = f v3 dv (5.18)

Since, the energy appearing in the above equation is simply the kinetic energy of

the particle, we can then write the energy as E = 0.5mv2 which makes the differential

energy, dE = mv dv. Substituting these relations into the above equations, yields

our final equation which we can use to obtain the phase space density for a given

ionic species from the observed differential flux.

dJ

dE
mv dv = f v3 dv (5.19)

dJ

dE
=

v2

m
f (5.20)

Since, v2 =
2E

m
(5.21)

dJ

dE
=

2E

m2
f (5.22)

=⇒ f =
m2

2E

dJ

dE
(5.23)

However, as previously stated, the units of differential flux are [cm2 s sr keV/amu]−1

while the phase space distribution is commonly given in units of s3/km6. To perform

the unit conversion, we multiply the right hand side of the above equation by 1.076

(Chotoo, 1998). This yields our final relation for the phase space density of an ionic
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species, as a function of particle energy.

f = 1.076
m2

2E

dJ

dE
(5.24)

We can then create the phase space distribution of a ion from this relation. The

measurement error for the phase space density can be estimated from the Poisson

counting error from the instrument, or σcounts =
√
counts. We can then propagate

the error through the above equations to determine the error of the phase space

density, σf . This is shown in the following equations.

σcounts =
√
counts (5.25)

σ dJ

dE

=
σcounts

g∆E/Qη1 η2 ∆t

DC BRnorm

Boxeff
(5.26)

σf = 1.076
m2

2E
σ dJ

dE

(5.27)

To calculate full phase space distribution function, the data needs to be accu-

mulated over a set period of time. Because of Wind’s spin configuration, STICS

observes particles coming from all azimuthal directions. In order to calculate the

3-dimensional phase space density, the distribution function is then accumulated and

calculated individually for each observation sector. If the distribution function is

accumulated over all of the sectors, only a 1-dimensional distribution is able to be

calculated. The 1-dimensional function can be determined with smaller measurement

error when accumulated over shorter cadences than the 3-dimensional observation,

but lacking any directional information. Figure 5.11 shows an example of a calcu-

lated phase space distribution function for alpha particles over a 14 hour observation

period during DOY 150 of 2003 accumulated over all observation sector. The poisson

counting errors are shown as the red vertical bars.
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Figure 5.11: Phase space density, DF versus particle speed W , normalized by solar
wind bulk speed, for alpha particles. Distribution was accumulated over
DOY 150.083− 150.67 of 2003, and all sixteen view directions. The red
error bars signifies the Poisson counting error.
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5.4 Adaptive Cadence - Solution to Intermittent Periods of

Observations

Normally, to create phase space distribution functions of solar wind plasma, as

described in the previous sections, we accumulate the PHAs for a set amount of time,

usually on the order of hours. This accumulation takes places in order to obtain

enough counts to minimize the errors of the measurement. For the STICS data, even

with two hour accumulations, the error bars can at times be very large because of the

very small amount of incident particles. To accommodate these intermittent periods

of measurements we have developed a method of an adaptive cadence.

The adaptive cadence method allows the accumulation time of the phase space

distribution to vary, while processing long periods of data. To do this, we first set

a desired counting error threshold and the number of energy bins of the distribution

function to exceed this threshold. Typically we run the adaptive cadence method

requiring 10 energy bins in order to ensure that at least ∼ 30% of the total energy

bins contain an observation satisfying the set error threshold. Initially, we choose an

error threshold of ∼ 50%. This value was settled on as it requires that the distribution

function is computed from more than only 1 or 2 counts.

After the number of energy bins and error threshold are determined, we begin to

step through each measurement cycle and accumulate the number of STICS counts

for a particular ion in each energy bin. At the end of each cycle, we compute the

distribution function from the current accumulated counts and compute the measure-

ment errors. Then we test each measurement error versus the desired error threshold

which had been set. If the total number of energy bins achieving the desired error is

greater than or equal to the number of bins we set, then the distribution function is

outputted and accumulation for the next observation begins. However, if the num-

ber of energy bins satisfying the our desired measurement error is not large enough,
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the next measurement cycle is accumulated into the current distribution function

measurement and the error threshold is tested once again. This procedure continues

over the time period which we wish to process, allowing each calculated distribution

function to be accumulated over a different amount of time, but all satisfying a set

measurement error.

Figure 5.12 shows one such example of the adaptive cadence method. The top

panel shows the accumulation time required to ensure that 10 energy bins had an

error less than 50% for the three ions C4+, C5+, and C6+. The next three panels

shows the distribution function as it evolves in time for the three ions. The magenta

dashed line shows the start time of an ICME as determined by Richardson and Cane

(2010). As can be seen over the course of the three days, the accumulation time

required to produce a distribution function varies from 1 day to 0.5 hours, for both

C5+ and C6+.

Using the adaptive cadence method we have been able to pinpoint a wide array of

periods when the measured phase space distribution from STICS is able to be com-

puted at very high-cadences. These often occur near transitions in the heliospheric

environments, such as at co-rotation interaction region (CIRs), interplanetary (IP)

shocks, and interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs). During these transition

events the cadence time required to calculate phase space distributions can be on the

order of ten’s of minutes, compared to quieter periods when it can take up to ten’s

of days. High-cadence measurements during these time periods enable the investiga-

tion of their impact on the suprathermal particles. It is not well understood whether

transition events like these have a significant impact on the suprathermal population,

such as further heating of the particles. We also find that high-cadence measurements

can be produced upstream of the Earth’s bow shock and inside the magnetosphere.

Observations such as these, allow the exploration of the leakage mechanism of plasma

into and out of the magnetosphere, and any possible energization of the plasma occur-
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Figure 5.12: Spectrogram plot showing an example of the adaptive cadence ratio, for
the carbon ions C4+, C5+, and C6+. Top panel shows the accumulation
time for each returned distribution function. The next three panels show
the phase space distribution versus time. Particle velocity is along the
y-axis. The magenta dotted line represents the beginning of an ICME,
as determined from (Richardson and Cane, 2010).
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ring at the bow shock. Using the ICME time periods determined from this method,

we can explore the relationship between the suprathermal ionic composition and the

bulk plasma, utilizing the unique compositional characteristics of ICMEs.
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CHAPTER VI

Suprathermal Heavy Ion Observations during

Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections

The text of this chapter is presented as a draft which will be submitted to the

Astrophysics Journal.

Abstract

Suprathermal particles are an important seed population for a variety of energetic

particles found throughout the heliosphere, but their origin is in debate. We present,

for the first time, high-cadence observations of suprathermal heavy ions during inter-

planetary coronal mass ejections (ICME), from the Suprathermal Ion Composition

Spectrometer (STICS) onboard the Wind spacecraft, and investigate their ionic com-

position and compare it to the bulk plasma composition, observed from the Solar

Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) onboard the Advanced Composition

Explorer (ACE). We find that the composition of the suprathermal plasma is related

to the local bulk plasma and not to the bulk solar wind plasma upstream of the

ICME. This implies that the suprathermal plasma is accelerated from the local bulk

plasma and not the upstream solar wind plasma from the CME-driven shock.
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6.1 Introduction

The suprathermal plasma population consists of ions that are more energetic than

the ions of the thermal solar wind, ranging in energies from ∼ 10 keV/nucleon - ∼ 100

keV/nucleon. Figure 6.1, fromMewaldt et al. (2001), shows a three year accumulation

of the oxygen fluence observed by the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) (Stone

et al., 1998). The suprathermal plasma is the population of ions lying between the

solar wind thermal plasma and solar energetic particles in the higher energy regime.

This regime may also contain another population, missing from figure 6.1, the con-

tributions from pick-up ions, which will show up for singly charged ions but not for

multiply charged heavy ions. These ions are evident in a distribution function for

protons and singly ionized helium as an extended distribution of particles with a

shoulder at ∼ 2 vsw (Gloeckler et al., 1993). These ions will not contribute to the

heavy ion population

The suprathermal plasma has been suggested to be an important seed population

for energetic particles accelerated by co-rotating interaction regions (CIRs) (Mason

et al., 2012), and solar energetic particles (SEPs) (Tylka et al., 2005). The origin

of the suprathermal particles is still in question. Several mechanisms have shown

promise for generating suprathermal particles in the heliosphere. Possible acceleration

mechanisms such as thermal solar wind accelerated locally, or particles accelerated

remotely, in the corona or at interplanetary shocks (Laming et al., 2013).

One possible local source is the pump mechanism, introduced by Fisk and Gloeck-

ler (2012a), acting on the bulk plasma. The pump mechanism is a fundamental accel-

eration process which is used to explain the ubiquitous observations of the common

spectral shape observed in suprathermal population throughout the heliosphere (Fisk

and Gloeckler , 2006; Gloeckler et al., 2000). By employing a series of expansions and

contractions in the local magnetic field, the local bulk plasma can become energized

into suprathermal energies. Particles accelerated in such a manner would retain the
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compositional characteristics of the local plasma. Additionally, the pump mechanism

has been invoked to attempt to explain the similar spectral observations of ACRs

(Fisk and Gloeckler , 2009), and galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) (Fisk and Gloeckler ,

2012b).

However another mechanism, diffusive shock acceleration, has long been thought

of as a source of energetic particles (Lee et al., 2012). Diffusive shock acceleration can

occur when a propagating shock interacts with the plasma upstream of the shocks flow

direction. As the shock passes through the plasma, particles can become energized

as they pass through the shock. Some of the particles can become trapped, bounc-

ing back and forth across the shock, achieving higher energies. These resulting high

energy particles retain the compositional characteristics of the un-shocked plasma

upstream which the shock passed through. Interplanetary (IP) shocks are caused

by many different events in the heliosphere, such as co-rotational interaction regions

(CIRs) (Gosling et al., 1976; Hundhausen and Gosling , 1976) and coronal mass ejec-

tions (CMES) (Sime and Hundhausen, 1987; Vourlidas et al., 2003; Ontiveros and

Vourlidas , 2009). Gradual SEP events associated with CMEs are thought to be ac-

celerated by the CME-driven shock directly from the suprathermal population (Desai

et al., 2006).

CMEs are large and powerful eruptions from the Sun which transport plasma and

magnetic flux throughout the heliosphere. When observed in situ they are referred to

as interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs). ICMEs often travel through the

heliosphere at velocities greater than the ambient solar wind, which in turn can drive

IP shocks ahead of the ICME (Sime and Hundhausen, 1987; Vourlidas et al., 2003;

Ontiveros and Vourlidas , 2009). A reverse shock can also form in the rear of ICMEs

which originate from high latitudes, from either the over-expansion of the ICME

flow (Gosling et al., 1988, 1994) or the collision of deflected fast and slow solar wind

streams behind the ICME (Manchester and Zurbuchen, 2006). The region of heated
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Figure 6.1: The oxygen fluence as observed by the various particle instruments on
ACE. The contributions of the solar wind, suprathermals, and higher
energy particles are shown. Figure published in (Mewaldt et al., 2001).
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plasma between the ICME and the shock is called the sheath. This sheath plasma

generally consists of plasma which has piled in front of the ICME as it propagates

through the heliosphere. This plasma can become compressed, as the ICME sweeps

up more and more plasma, thereby heating the sheath plasma. Downstream of the

sheath, we observe the ICME plasma.

ICME plasma has very unique compositional characteristic compared to that of

the nominal solar wind composition occurring upstream of the transient (Lepri and

Zurbuchen, 2004; Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006). It is important to remember,

that even though any acceleration mechanism acting on the bulk plasma may require

adiabatic heating, the only ramification of this heating is a diffusion of the particles in

energy space. The plasmas ionic charge state information has been set close to the sun

(Gruesbeck et al., 2011, 2012, and references therein). Further out in the heliosphere,

mean free path is too large, due to the expansion of the solar wind and ICME, to allow

further ionization or recombination of the charge states. The ionic distribution will

therefore remain constant even though the particles are being accelerated by some

form of heating. Assuming no mass-per-charge or charge dependent acceleration

mechanisms.

Lepri and Zurbuchen (2004) and Lepri et al. (2001) have shown that the presence

of hot iron charge states in the solar wind are in fact a very strong indicator of ICME

plasma. Gruesbeck et al. (2011) showed that the bi-modal presence of hot iron charge

states, Fe16+, observed simultaneously with cooler, more nominal states, such as

Fe10+ occur in a majority of ICMEs. Additionally, Henke et al. (1998), has shown that

the O7+/O6+ ratio, observed during ICMEs, can also be elevated, indicating hotter

temperatures or greater initial velocities during ejection from the sun. The oxygen

charge state enhancements are often correlated with ICMEs exhibiting magnetic cloud

topology (Henke et al., 1998).

The charge state distribution of a plasma becomes frozen-in once the volume ex-
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pands faster than it can adapt to the surrounding environment (Hundhausen et al.,

1968). Once frozen-in, the charge state composition of the plasma remains con-

stant as the plasma travels throughout the heliosphere. Freezing-in of the charge

state information occurs very close to the sun, usually within the first 5 solar radii

(Hundhausen et al., 1968; Hundhausen, 1972; Bame et al., 1974; Buergi and Geiss ,

1986; Geiss et al., 1995). Gruesbeck et al. (2011, 2012) has shown that even for the

anomalous charge states often observed in ICMEs, the charge state composition is

still frozen-in very close to the Sun. Combining this with the unique composition

of ICME plasma (Lepri et al., 2001; Zurbuchen et al., 2003; Lepri and Zurbuchen,

2004), we are able to constrain the origin of the suprathermal ions present in ICME

observations by comparing the composition of the suprathermal plasma to that of he

thermal plasma during ICMEs.

This paper presents an analysis of the composition of both the bulk solar wind

plasma and the suprathermal plasma, observed during ICMEs time periods, to inves-

tigate the source population of the suprathermal plasma found locally inside ICMEs.

For this study we present first measurements of the charge state distribution of

suprathermal heavy ion plasma occurring during ICMEs. We compare the com-

positional characteristics of the local suprathermal plasma to that of the local bulk

plasma and to the bulk plasma upstream of the shock associated with the ICME.

We show that the suprathermal plasma, observed in the ICME, is compositionally

similar to the local bulk plasma and not to the bulk plasma found upstream of the

CME in the solar wind. This is indicative of an acceleration mechanism acting on

the local bulk plasma which energizes the particles up to suprathermal energies and

not acceleration of ambient solar wind bulk plasma by the CME-driven shock.
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6.2 ICME Observations

ICMEs are large events which have been observed by widely separated spacecraft.

Spatially separated observations of a single ICME has led to a greater understanding

of their structure and the extent of their influence in the heliosphere (Kilpua et al.,

2009, 2011; Reinard et al., 2012; Lepri et al., 2012). We use observations from both

the Advanced Composition Explorer (Stone et al., 1998) and the Wind (Acuña et al.,

1995; Harten and Clark , 1995) spacecraft to compare the plasma properties during

a number of ICME observations. These two spacecraft were chosen for a number of

reasons. First, in order to fully observe the suprathermal particles we can use observa-

tions from the Suprathermal Ion Composition Spectrometer (STICS)(Gloeckler et al.,

1995) onboard the Wind spacecraft. STICS is a time-of-flight instrument designed

very similarly to the Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) (Gloeckler

et al., 1998) onboard the ACE spacecraft. These two instruments are very similar of-

fering comparative data products spanning both the thermal and suprathermal energy

regime. Second, after Wind moved out to orbit the L1 point, ACE and Wind were

orbiting in close proximity allowing for the co-observation of similar parcels of ICME

plasma. We will compare the common plasma parameters used for ICME identifica-

tion (Zurbuchen and Richardson, 2006) from both spacecraft to give us confidence

that we are observing the same ICME event simultaneously with both spacecraft.

We use the Suprathermal Ion Composition Spectrometer (Gloeckler et al., 1995)

onboard the Wind spacecraft to make the first high-cadence charge state distribution

measurements of the suprathermal heavy ions during ICMEs. STICS is a time-of-

flight mass spectrometer which measures the mass, energy and charge of ions. STICS

observes particles in an energy per charge range of 6.2 − 223.1 keV/e, allowing high

cadence observations of the minor heavy ion phase space distribution for suprather-

mal energies, observations unique to the instrument. For the composition of the bulk

plasma, we use the Solar Wind Ion Composition Spectrometer (SWICS) (Gloeckler
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et al., 1998) onboard the ACE spacecraft. SWICS observes particles in an energy

range spanning 0.49 − 100.0 keV/e, using logarithmically spaced energy bins. Un-

like STICS, SWICS is optimized to observe the phase space velocity distributions of

the bulk solar wind plasma, but still can observe the very low energy suprathermal

contribution. These two energy per charge ranges overlap enabling for validation be-

tween the two separate instrument observations. Detector efficiencies limit the time

periods where STICS is capable of observing a statistically significant portion of the

suprathermal plasma, based on the relative density of the in situ plasma, at high

cadences, on the order of hours compared to the long accumulations generally used

to compute distribution functions for minor ionic species. This makes it hard to

calculate the charge state distribution for the plasma in the suprathermal energies.

For this study, we focus on O6+, O7+, Fe8+, Fe9+, Fe10+, Fe11+, Fe12+, Fe14+,

and Fe16+, species which have been characterized for the Wind/STICS data. As

previously discussed, both oxygen and iron are good discriminators between typical

solar wind plasma and ICME plasma. The ions chosen span a range of ionic charge

states sufficient to differentiate between the solar wind and ICME plasma.

We used the Richardson and Cane (2010) ICME list to determine the time period

and boundaries for the ICME observations. We searched this list for events with a

significant suprathermal particle population and found a subset of events where two-

hour cadence charge state distribution could be made using these nine species. This

candidate list consists of fourteen events, separated based on whether the accumula-

tion period occurred during the sheath or the ICME, shown in Table 6.1.

Figure 6.2, shows the ACE observations of one such candidate ICME. The ICME

shock was observed on day of year (DOY) 149 of 2003 and the ICME plasma was

observed on DOY 150, as reported by Richardson and Cane (2010). Panel A shows

the solar wind velocity (Vp) from the Solar Wind Electron, Proton and Alpha Mon-

itor (SWEPAM) (McComas et al., 1998) and SWICS merged dataset (http://www.
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Event # Year DOY Start DOY End ICME Sheath
1 2000 160.500 162.708 X
2 2000 195.404 195.708 X
3 2000 195.708 196.583 X
4 2000 261.706 261.875 X
5 2000 261.875 265.000 X
6 2001 94.622 94.750 X
7 2001 94.750 95.500 X
8 2001 328.288 328.583 X
9 2003 149.767 150.083 X
10 2003 150.083 150.667 X
11 2004 312.769 312.917 X
12 2004 314.833 316.958 X
13 2005 236.259 236.583 X
14 2005 236.583 236.958 X

Table 6.1: List of candidate time periods determined where charge state distributions
can be calculated for the nine ionic species from the Wind/STICS obser-
vations. The type of event, either ICME plasma or sheath plasma, is also
indicated.

srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/level2/lvl3DATA_SWEPAM-SWICS.html). Also from the

SWICS-SWEPAM merged data, panel B shows the proton density (np) and panel C

shows the proton temperature (Tp). From the Magnetic Field Experiment (MAG)

(Smith et al., 1998), panel D shows the magnitude of the magnetic field (|B|) and

panel E shows the angle of the magnetic field, with the latitudinal angle (λ) in black

and the longitudinal angle (δ) in red. The average oxygen charge state (〈QO〉) and

average iron charge state (〈QFe〉) are shown in panel F and G respectively, calculated

from SWICS. Finally, panel H shows the charge state distribution of iron, calculated

from SWICS as well. The three vertical lines indicate when the shock is observed

(dashed cyan line), the ICME plasma begins (dashed magenta line), and the ICME

plasma ends (solid magenta line), all of the time periods obtained from the Richardson

and Cane (2010) list. Many of the common in situ indicators of an ICME are seen in

the plasma and magnetic field observations. First, a linearly decreasing bulk velocity

throughout the ICME, due to the expansion of the transient, is observed beginning

at DOY ∼ 150.05, corresponding to the beginning of the ICME period and ending
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at DOY ∼ 150.65, immediately prior to the end of the period (Russell and Shinde,

2003). In the magnetic field, we see both a strong increase in the magnitude of the

magnetic field, beginning at DOY ∼ 150.05, (Klein and Burlaga, 1982) as well as

smooth rotation of the field during the ICME, from DOY ∼ 150.05 to DOY ∼ 150.65

(Klein and Burlaga, 1982), which could be evidence of an embedded magnetic cloud

(Hirshberg and Colburn, 1969; Klein and Burlaga, 1982; Zurbuchen and Richardson,

2006). Finally, we see a drastic increase in the prevalence of hotter iron charge states,

beginning as early as DOY ∼ 149.55 (Lepri and Zurbuchen, 2004).

Figure 6.3 shows in situ observations from the Wind spacecraft, during the same

time period as Figure 6.2. In panel A, we show the bulk velocity (Vp) from the Solar

Wind Experiment (SWE) (Ogilvie et al., 1995). Also from SWE, panel B shows

the proton density (np) and panel C shows the proton temperature (Tp). Panel D

shows the magnitude of the magnetic field (|B|) from the Magnetic Field Investigation

(MFI) (Lepping et al., 1995). Panel E shows the angle of the magnetic field vector,

with the latitudinal direction (λ) in black and the longitudinal direction (δ) in red,

also from MFI. The following three panels show compositional measurements from

the suprathermal population from STICS. To ensure they are not contaminated with

the bulk population, only particles with velocities greater than twice the current bulk

speed, as observed by SWE, are considered. As we are only considering multiply

charged heavy ions, we do not need to worry about contamination from any pick-

up ions as they do not contribute. In a similar fashion to Figure 6.2, we show the

average oxygen charge state (〈QO〉) in panel F, the average iron charge state (〈QFe〉)

in panel G, and the charge state distribution for iron (QFe) in panel H. Once again

the same ICME boundaries are denoted by vertical lines. Comparing Figure 6.3 to

Figure 6.2 we see considerable similarities in the properties of the plasma. We see

a decreasing bulk velocity, beginning at DOY ∼ 150.05, an enhanced and smoothly

rotating magnetic field, beginning at ∼ 150.05, and elevated charge states within
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Figure 6.2: Plasma observations of an ICME observed by the ACE spacecraft on
DOY 150 of 2003. Panel A-C shows the bulk solar wind velocity (Vp),
proton density (np), and proton temperature (Tp) respectively, all from
SWEPAM. Panel D shows the magnitude of the magnetic field (|B|), from
MAG. Panel E shows the latitude (λ) and longitude (δ) of the magnetic
field vector from MAG. Panel F-H shows the average oxygen charge state
(〈QO〉), average iron charge state (〈QFe〉), and the charge state distribu-
tion of iron (QFe) respectively, all from SWICS. The ICME time periods
were determined from Richardson and Cane (2010). The dashed cyan
line indicates the shock preceding the ICME, the dashed magenta line
indicates the beginning of the ICME plasma, and the solid magenta line
indicates the end of the ICME plasma.
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the ICME of the suprathermal particles, beginning . Additionally, just upstream

of the shock, near DOY ∼ 149.75, we see nominal iron charge states, much like

what is seen in the ACE/SWICS charge state distribution, characteristic of fast solar

wind. In general, the plasma observations are very similar on both spacecraft for this

ICME observation. These similarities in the plasma parameters implies that the two

spacecraft are observing the same plasma, therefore allowing for a valid comparison

between the two satellites.

For events 9 and 10, we are able to make suprathermal observations during both

the sheath region and inside the ICME itself. Figure 6.4 shows events 13 and 14. The

preceding shock was observed on DOY 236 of 2005 with the ICME observed entirely

on the same DOY. This figure is presented in an identical format to that of Fig-

ure 6.2. Once again, we observe many of the characteristic indicators of ICMEs, such

as an enhanced magnetic field with a smooth rotation beginning at DOY ∼ 236.57.

Figure 6.5 shows the Wind observations for this time period, presented identically

to Figure 6.4. Comparing the plasma observations, we once again see a strong re-

semblance, lending confidence that both spacecraft are observing the same ICME. As

can be seen in panels F-H of Figure 6.5 we observe suprathermal plasma for a short

duration in this ICME, mostly in the sheath.

To calculate the average charge states and charge state distribution during an

ICME time period, we first determine the integrated density of the plasma from the

accumulated distribution function. The accumulated distribution function is simply

the phase space velocity distribution function that has been accumulated for a spec-

ified period of time. For each ICME, we accumulate the observed distribution for

a length of time coinciding with the duration of STICS suprathermal observations.

Figure 6.6 shows the O6+ distribution function observed by Wind/STICS integrated

over the entire ICME event 14. The vertical magenta line denotes the two-solar-wind

cutoff point, above which we integrate the distribution to obtain the density. From the
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Figure 6.3: Plasma observations of an ICME observed by the Wind spacecraft on
DOY 150 of 2003. Panel A-C shows the bulk solar wind velocity (Vp),
proton density (np), and proton temperature (Tp) respectively, all from
SWE. Panel D shows magnitude of the magnetic field (|B|) from MFI.
Panel E shows the latitude (λ) and longitude (δ) of the magnetic field vec-
tor from MFI. Panel F-H shows the average oxygen charge state (〈QO〉),
average iron charge state (〈QFe〉), and the charge state distribution of iron
(QFe) respectively, all calculated from STICS for particle velocities greater
than 2 Vsw. The ICME time periods were determined from Richardson
and Cane (2010). The dashed cyan line indicates the shock preceding
the ICME, the dashed magenta line indicates the beginning of the ICME
plasma, and the solid magenta line indicates the end of the ICME plasma.
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Figure 6.4: Plasma observations of an ICME observed by the ACE spacecraft on DOY
236 of 2005, presented in the same fashion as Figure 6.2
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Figure 6.5: Plasma observations of an ICME observed by the Wind spacecraft on
DOY 236 of 2005, presented in the same fashion as Figure 6.3
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Wind/STICS instrument, we see that a significant portion of the distribution func-

tion lies above this cutoff. From each ions’ distribution function, we can calculate the

relative abundance of each ionic species, SX+. To do this we, we first calculate the

total density for all the charge states of the particular atomic species. Next, we then

determine the summation of all the densities for each species. Finally, the relative

abundance for a particular ionic species is determined from the ratio of the density

of the individual ionic species to the total density from all the charge states. This

process is shown in Equation 6.1. In Equation 6.1, we show the calculations for the

relative abundance of both an oxygen species, SOX+, and and iron species, SFeX+ .

SOX+ =
n
OX+

n
O6++n

O7+

SFeX+ =
n
FeX+

n
Fe8+

+n
Fe9+

+n
Fe10+

+n
Fe11+

+n
Fe12+

+n
Fe14+

+n
Fe16+

(6.1)

In Equation 6.1, nOX+ represents the total density for an ionic species of oxygen

and nFeX+ is the density for an ionic species of iron.

The average charge state, 〈Q〉, is then computed by calculating the weighted

summation of the relative abundance distribution, where the weight is simply the

ionic charge state, as shown in Equation 6.2. We only consider species which both

Wind/STICS and ACE/SWICS resolve. For each event we calculate the average

charge state, 〈Q〉, for both the bulk thermal population and the suprathermal popu-

lation. We divide the events between sheath and ICME components.

〈QO〉 = 6 ∗ SO6+ + 7 ∗ SO7+

〈QFe〉 = 8 ∗ SFe8+ + 9 ∗ SFe9+ + 10 ∗ SFe10++

11 ∗ SFe11+ + 12 ∗ SFe12+ + 14 ∗ SFe14+ + 16 ∗ SFe16+

(6.2)

In Equation 6.2, 〈QO〉 is the average charge state for oxygen and 〈QFe〉 is the

average charge state of iron. Additionally, SOX+ is the relative abundance of a ionic

species of oxygen and SFeX+ is the relative abundance for iron.
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Figure 6.6: The accumulated distribution function of O6+ during the ICME on DOY
236 of 2005, observed by the Wind/STICS instrument. The error bars
are the propagated statistical counting error. The vertical magenta line
shows our separation between the thermal and suprathermal regimes.
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6.3 Comparison of Suprathermal and Bulk Plasmas

In order to determine the source of the suprathermal plasma, we analyze the ionic

composition of the suprathermal plasma. This plasma will retain the unique charac-

teristics of the seed plasma, if accelerated after it has left the Sun. By determining

the thermal plasma that the suprathermal particles originate from, we can further

limit the acceleration processes acting on it. We compare the composition of the

suprathermal plasma in the ICME to the local bulk plasma, observed during the

same time period, and the bulk plasma that is upstream of the CME-driven shock.

First, we will consider the average oxygen charge state, for the suprathermal composi-

tion, and the bulk composition, data over a portion of the ICME period. The length

of the accumulation is determined by the duration of valid STICS observations of

suprathermal particles. We calculate and compare the charge states in three regions,

upstream of the CME-driven shock, the sheath (when present) and inside the ICME.

The upstream bulk state is calculated from a six-hour accumulation period occurring

upstream of the CME-driven shock. Again, we constrain the average calculation of

the oxygen charge state to only those that we currently report from Wind/STICS.

In Figure 6.7, we show the comparison of the composition of oxygen. The hori-

zontal axis denotes the value of the average charge state of the bulk plasma, calcu-

lated from ACE/SWICS. The vertical axis denotes the average charge state of the

suprathermal plasma, calculated from Wind/STICS. The blue dots are time periods

which occur in the ICME sheath while the green dots are periods occurring within the

ICME itself. The error bars represent the standard error of the average. The large

size of the vertical error bars is due the consideration of only two species of oxygen.

Since O6+ and O7+ are the primary charge states observed in the solar wind (Landi

et al., 2012a), the value of the average state should not vary widely. Panel A shows the

local comparison while panel B shows the comparison between suprathermal plasma

and the upstream bulk plasma.
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Figure 6.7: The average charge state of oxygen (〈QO〉) calculated for the bulk popula-
tion, from ACE/SWICS along the abscissa, and the suprathermal popula-
tion, from Wind/STICS along the ordinate. Panel A shows a comparison
of the local charge states. The green dots are periods where the average
charge state was calculated inside of the ICME while the blue dots are
for periods in the sheath. In panel A, the average charge state was calcu-
lated during the same period for the suprathermal plasma and the bulk
plasma, while panel B shows the comparison with the upstream com-
parison, where the suprathermal plasma charge state is still calculated
in either the sheath or ICME, but the bulk plasma charge state is now
determined from a 6 hour accumulation upstream of the shock.
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In both panels, we can see that the suprathermal plasma spans a charge state

range from ∼ 6.1 to ∼ 6.5. The local bulk plasma shows a similar span of charge

states, in panel A, but panel B shows that the upstream bulk plasma is centered

towards lower oxygen states, ∼ 6.05 to ∼ 6.3. In panel A, a more linear relationship

between the bulk and suprathermal plasma is apparent, where higher bulk charge

states correspond to higher suprathermal charge states. We do not see this same

relationship in panel B. Higher suprathermal 〈QO〉 does not correspond to any par-

ticular upstream bulk oxygen charge state. Most of the upstream composition is

clustered near lower oxygen states. This relationship tells us that the suprathermal

oxygen plasma is compositionally similar to local bulk plasma, but does not share

a similar correlation to the upstream plasma. Calculating the Pearson’s correlation

coefficient, r confirms this relationship we observed by eye. The Pearson’s correlation

coefficient is simply a relation describing the strength of a linear correlation between

two variables (Rodgers and Nicewander , 1988, and references therein). This score

varies between −1 and 1 equating to a strong negative correlation to a strong pos-

itive correlation. The comparison of local 〈QO〉 has a score of r ∼ 0.55, indicating

a weak linear correlation, while the upstream comparison has a correlation score of

r ∼ −0.12, which indicates that the two are not correlated at all.

To further validate the results from the oxygen composition we also investigated

the composition of iron. Wind/STICS currently resolves a much wider range of

iron charge states than oxygen, namely Fe8+, Fe9+, Fe10+, Fe11+, Fe12+, Fe14+,

and Fe16+. Additionally, iron has a large range of available charge state present in

the solar wind, showing a wider range of charge states when comparing solar wind

observations to ICME observations. Figure 6.8 shows the comparisons of the average

charge state of suprathermal Fe to the local bulk plasma Fe in panel A, and the

upstream bulk solar wind plasma in panel B. These scatterplots are presented in

an identical format to Figure 6.7. The difference between the local comparison and
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the upstream comparison is far more obvious. In the local comparison of panel A,

we see the average suprathermal charge state of iron vary from ∼ 10 to ∼ 15 and

the local bulk plasma varying over the same range. The suprathermal plasma is

once again linearly related to the local bulk plasma. In panel B, we can see that

upstream iron charge state varies from ∼ 9 to ∼ 11.5, which is more representative

of solar wind composition (Gruesbeck et al., 2011, and references therein), while the

suprathermal plasma varies over a much wider range. We once again computed

the Pearson’s correlation coefficient to confirm the relationship we observed visually.

The local comparison of suprathermal plasma to the bulk plasma is very strongly

correlated, with a value of r ∼ 0.96, while the upstream correlation is much weaker,

with a value of r ∼ 0.42. While the 〈QO〉 shows a weak correlation, 〈QFe〉 shows a

strong correlation. The oxygen and iron charge state comparisons both show that

the suprathermal plasma is compositionally related to the local bulk plasma and not

related to the composition of the upstream solar wind plasma.

Figures 6.7 and 6.8 both show that the suprathermal plasma composition observed

during the ICME and sheath strongly resembles the local bulk plasma composition.

However, the suprathermal plasma does not have a strong relationship with the bulk

plasma upstream of the CME-driven shock. This has strong implications on the origin

of the suprathermal plasma being accelerated. The suprathermal plasma inside of the

ICME is most likely being accelerated out of the local bulk plasma population and

not from plasma originating away from the ICME, for instance shock accelerated

heliospheric plasma.

6.4 Discussion

Energization at the CME-driven shock is thought to accelerate SEP so they tend

to precede ICMEs. They show evidence of energization by means of diffusive shock

acceleration (Reames , 2013; Desai et al., 2006). When a particle crosses a shock front
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Figure 6.8: The average charge state of iron (QFe) calculated for the bulk population,
from ACE/SWICS along the abscissa, and the suprathermal population,
from Wind/STICS along the ordinate. Presented in an identical format
to that of Figure 6.7
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it can become energized once it enters the region of compressed plasma downstream.

This compressed region adiabatically heats the plasma, accelerating the particles

within (Drury , 1983). Diffusive shock acceleration occurs when a particle becomes

trapped near the shock front (Krymskii , 1977; Blandford and Ostriker , 1978). Once

trapped, the particle can bounce back and forth across the shock, experiencing the

compression many times thereby accelerating the particle to higher energies with

each consecutive interaction (Lee, 1983). This process has been used to explain the

acceleration of suprathermal plasma from the bulk (Giacalone, 2012; Jokipii and

Lee, 2010), but it has also been argued that the bulk plasma can not be efficiently

injected into the shock acceleration process (Fisk and Gloeckler , 2012a). Diffusive

shock acceleration can only occur if the injected particle is energetic enough allowing

its motion to take it back and forth across the shock. Generally, this requires particle

energies greater than the thermal energy of the bulk plasma (Drury , 1983; Fisk and

Gloeckler , 2012a). The bulk plasma has a very small portion of particles which would

be energetic enough to enter into this mechanism, thus a different mechanism would

be needed to account for the propensity of suprathermal plasma observed.

One such alternative could be the pump mechanism introduced by Fisk and

Gloeckler (2012a). Particles are energized by this mechanism through adiabatic heat-

ing due to expansions and contractions in the local plasma. When the plasma is

compressed the particles gain energy adiabatically; while the inverse occurs during

expansions of the plasma. The more energetic particles of the bulk plasma, once

energized further by the compressions, may become mobile enough to escape the

turbulent region, retaining their new higher energies. Suprathermal particles may

also experience these expansions and in turn become further energized (Fisk and

Gloeckler , 2012a). This mechanism will act to diffuse the bulk plasma throughout

the energy spectrum. A process such as this would accelerate the local bulk plasma

up to suprathermal energies.
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Compressions and expansions in the local plasma are necessary for the pump

mechanism to work. In the solar wind, these compressions can be formed from tur-

bulence of the magnetic field (Fisk and Gloeckler , 2008). Such a requirement, makes

this process very applicable to a wide variety of plasma regimes, as turbulence oc-

curs in most dynamic systems, and ICMEs are no exception. Turbulence has been

observed within ICMEs through remote observations, such as the Ultraviolet Corona-

graph Spectrometer (UVCS) on the Solar Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) (Telloni

et al., 2010), as well as in situ from magnetic field measurements, such as those from

the International Sun/Earth Explorer 3 (ISEE-3) (Ruzmaikin et al., 1997).

We have shown that the suprathermal composition observed in the sheath and

ICME is similar to the composition of the local bulk plasma and not the bulk plasma

upstream of the shock. If the acceleration of the suprathermal plasma found in the

ICME were happening at the shock we would expect two differing scenarios, neither

of which are observed. 1) We would expect to see compositions comparable to the

upstream plasma if the shock was accelerating the environment it was being driven

through, or 2) if the shock was energizing the ICME plasma, we would expect to see

a precursor of ICME suprathermal plasma upstream of the shock, but instead we see

very few suprathermal counts upstream and when we do it is similar to the thermal

plasma. The CME-shock can only accelerate particles at its location upstream of

the ICME, as particles have to interact with it to become accelerated. The pump

mechanism, however, utilizes turbulence found throughout the plasma to accelerate

the particles, allowing for local acceleration throughout the duration of the ICME.

6.5 Conclusion

We have presented some of the first high-cadence observations of suprathermal

heavy ion charge state distributions during ICMEs. Using these measurements we

have investigated the source population for the suprathermal minor ions present in
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ICMEs. Suprathermal plasma is known to be an important seed population for more

energetic particles, but the origin of these ions is not well understood. Shock acceler-

ation, a common mechanism to produce energetic particles, may not be an efficient

mechanism of elevating bulk solar wind plasma up to suprathermal energies. This

leaves the door open for a process which can accelerate the plasma locally, such as

the pump acceleration mechanism.

Since, the charge state composition of heliospheric plasma is set very close to the

corona, it can be used to differentiate between different plasma populations, assuming

no mass-per-charge or charge dependent acceleration mechanisms. Any acceleration

occurring further out in the heliosphere will only act to energize the particles and

not alter their ionic state. Using ICMEs observed simultaneously by both ACE and

the Wind spacecraft, we compared the composition of the bulk plasma to that of the

suprathermal plasma. We found that the the composition of the suprathermal plasma

is strongly related to that of the co-located bulk plasma and not to the bulk plasma

upstream of the shock. The suprathermal plasma seems to be accelerated out of the

local bulk plasma and not shock accelerated from upstream plasma.

This alone does not discriminate between a local acceleration mechanism or pro-

duction during the ejection of the CME. The slowest of suprathermal ions have a

velocity that is at least twice that of the flow speed of the bulk plasma. If the

suprathermal particles are being produced at the Sun, during the CME eruption, a

strong precursor of suprathermal ions should be seen prior to the observation of the

ICME, much like is seen with energetic ions (Smith et al., 2004). This however is

not observed in our ICME candidates. Instead suprathermal particles are observed

inside of the ICME time, co-located with similar bulk plasma. Further, implying

that the suprathermal plasma is being accelerated from the local bulk plasma by an

acceleration mechanism also occurring locally.
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CHAPTER VII

Conclusion

Composition measurements are powerful tools which can be used to discriminate

between different types of solar wind plasma, such as slow streamer wind, fast coronal

hole wind, and even ICME plasma. Classification of the plasma is possible because

the charge state distribution is frozen-in very close to the surface of the Sun. Charge

states maintain a fingerprint of the coronal environment from which the measured

plasma originated. Over the course of this work, we have presented a series of studies

expanding on the usages of in situ composition measurements to address key questions

which we posed in the Introduction pertaining to the origin of ICME plasma.

7.1 What are the Characteristics of the Early Coronal Envi-

ronment During CME Eruptions?

The eruption of a CME can be a violent event resulting in hotter than normal

plasma temperatures in the corona. Due to this, in situ composition measurements

of ICME plasma are often indicative of very hot plasma temperatures. During many

observations of ICME plasma, charge states similar to the nominal solar wind is

often concurrently observed with unusually hot charge states. The nearly ubiquitous

observations of bi-modal iron charge state distributions during ICMEs implies that

these features are produced by an innate feature of the CME evolution and not from
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an observational effect or from the mixing of plasma confined to magnetic field lines.

By employing a new charge state evolution model, we investigated the early coro-

nal environment, which determines the in situ composition measuremed at 1 AU. The

concurrent in situ observation of nominal solar plasma and very hot plasma inside

of ICMEs is modeled to occur due to a rapid heating of the CME plasma during

ejection followed by a subsequent cooling due to adiabatic expansion. Very early in

the lifetime of a CME, strong heating is believed to occur from sources such as com-

pressional heating of the plasma during reconnection or heating from an associated

flare. A significant heating of the plasma will act to increase the overall charge state

of all the atomic species. Further out from the corona, the plasma no longer under-

goes heating while the volume continually expands, thereby lowering the temperature

and density. The ions undergo recombination and move towards lower charge states,

but with the decreasing density the plasma quickly becomes frozen-in. This process

enables the production of the bi-modal iron charge state distributions, with the rapid

initial heating producing very high charge states. As the plasma cools, a portion of

the iron ions approach nominal solar wind values while another significant portion can

become stuck at a hotter Ne-like charge state. The plasma quickly becomes frozen-in

producing the two peaked charge state distribution.

In addition to the bi-modal iron charge state distributions observed during ICMEs,

recent observations have also shown the presence of very cold charge states observed

concurrently with these hot ionic charge states inside ICMEs. A single plasma under-

going adiabatic cooling following an initial rapid heating is not able to produce hot

ionic states simultaneously with very cold ion states. To produce the cold ionic charge

states, the plasma must begin with a very low temperature along with an enhanced

electron density allowing for a prolonged period of recombination. In this case, the

recombination is so efficient that no hot ionic states remain in the plasma. Another

method to produce cold ionic charge states would be for a much weaker initial heat-
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ing coupled with very cool initial temperatures. In this case, the plasma would never

become hot enough to produce the commonly observed high charge states seen in

ICME plasma.

Remote observations show that prominence eruptions are often associated with the

eruption of a CME. Prominence plasma is generally very dense and cold, ingredients

perfect for the production of cold ionic states. The concurrent observations of hot

charge states and anomalous cold charge states are likely produced by a mixture of

hot ICME plasma and remnant prominence material associated with the ejection of

the CME. Prominences are seen to be suspended in the coronal atmosphere along

neutral lines occurring in complex magnetic arcades. During the eruption process,

the CME’s magnetic field may reconnect with those from an associated prominence,

thereby allowing the mixing of the two distinct plasmas.

Compositional measurements provide very robust measures of the low coronal en-

vironment. They are able to constrain many fundamental plasma properties very

close to the Sun. Constraints on this environment can then help to validate current

solar wind models by comparing model predictions to the estimates from the ionic

composition. In addition, comparisons between different solar wind models and con-

straints from the composition can be used to investigate various competing heating

mechanisms which accelerate the solar wind. Already, it has been shown that many

of these models overestimate the early flow velocity. The resulting charge states from

solar wind models model have cooler distributions than observed charge states. The

plasma is swept through the corona much quicker than expected. This leaves little

time for the ions to fully adapt to the surrounding environment, which results in the

reduced charge states from the model.
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7.2 What is the Origin of the Seed Population for the Suprather-

mal Plasma?

The source of suprathermal ions is still not fully understood. Utilizing the unique

compositional difference between the typical solar wind and the hotter plasma found

inside ICMEs, the seed population for the suprathermal particles can be constrained

and allow direct comparisons of the competing acceleration mechanisms for these

particles. One theory relies on heliospheric shocks to accelerate the bulk plasma into

the suprathermal regime, while the other employs local compressions and expansions,

potentially caused by turbulence in the magnetic field, to continuously accelerate the

local bulk plasma.

If heliospheric shocks accelerate the suprathermal plasma, then the resulting

suprathermal ionic composition would be comparable to the ionic composition of

the plasma upstream of the shock. However, if an acceleration mechanism which

energizes the local plasma is at play, then the suprathermal ionic composition would

be comparable to the co-located bulk plasma composition. In a few case studies, we

find that the ionic composition of the suprathermal particles resembles the co-located

bulk plasma more than the upstream bulk plasma. The suprathermal plasma is most

likely being accelerated from the local plasma. However, this alone cannot rule out an

acceleration mechanism occurring during the ejection of the CME or in the corona.

If this were the case, we would expect a precursor of suprathermal particles, with an

ionic composition indicative of ICME plasma. Suprathermal particles generally have

velocities at least twice the speed of the local bulk plasma. This implies that the par-

ticles could reach the spacecraft quicker than the ICME, much like what is observed

from higher energy ions. This is not observed in the cases we investigated, further

implying that a continual local acceleration mechanism produces the suprathermal

ions.
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7.3 Future Work

Many new investigations are possible, directly building upon the work presented in

this thesis. First, with the charge state evolution model, we have developed a powerful

tool which can predict the coronal plasma environment. We have already discussed

the next steps with the model, implementing it as a bridge between spectroscopic mea-

surements and in situ observations. However, a number of other investigations should

also be conducted. We assume that the electron density distribution is Maxwellian,

when estimating the ionization and recombination rates used in the charge state cal-

culation. The electron distribution in the heliosphere actually has a suprathermal

tail, taking a kappa distribution shape. To determine the effect of the suprathermal

tail of the electron distribution on the charge state evolution, we can incorporate a

number of different ionization rates, from varying electron densities, at each radial

step of the model. Comparing these results to the results from evolution model using

a Maxwellian distribution, we can determine the impact of the suprathermal tail on

the frozen-in charge state distribution observed at 1 AU. This is only one example of

the new investigations which are possible with the charge state model.

We have only just begun to use the suprathermal plasma observations from the

STICS instrument. We have identified a number of time periods where high cadence

suprathermal plasma observations can be obtained using the adaptive cadence accu-

mulation method. These periods are not only associated with ICME time periods,

but also periods during CIRs and inside the Earth’s magnetosphere. Using these

time periods, and the full directional capabilities of the instrument, we can investi-

gate the influence of shocks on the suprathermal plasma, at a variety of shock types

and strengths. Additionally, periods of heliospheric plasma have been observed inside

the magnetosphere of Earth. Using the unique orbit of Wind, we can investigate the

processes and effect on solar wind plasma as it leaks into the magnetosphere.
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7.4 Final Thoughts

There are many lasting impacts in the work that has been discussed. Charge state

composition has long been used as a tool to discriminate between the origin and type

of observed plasma populations. It has also been used to probe the coronal electron

temperature at the height where the ions become frozen-in. With the advent of our

dynamic charge state evolution model, we are able to make estimates of the full coro-

nal electron profile as a function of height from in situ composition measurements.

This enables us to make important predictions for early coronal heating, expansion,

and flow velocities from these composition measurements. Additionally, we investi-

gate the effect of CME expansion on the observed in situ composition measurements.

We have presented the first high-cadence observations of the charge state distribu-

tion for suprathermal heavy ions present in ICMEs. By using a novel accumulation

method, which adaptively sets the cadence for each observation, we determined a

number of time periods where high-cadence observations with sufficiently low counting

error can be made. Using these ICME time periods, we compared the suprathermal

composition to the bulk plasma composition. We find that the suprathermal com-

position is strongly correlated to the local bulk plasma and not to the bulk plasma

upstream of the preceding shock. The suprathermal plasma present in ICMEs is

being accelerated from the local bulk plasma and not shock accelerated from the

heliospheric plasma the CME is driving through.

The methods introduced in this work can continue to be used in a number of

new investigations. Using the charge state evolution model we can bridge the gap

between spectroscopic observations and in situ composition measurements. This can

aid in the end-to-end validation of solar wind models, as well as constrain the early

plasma environment to enable further investigations of the heating and acceleration

mechanism of the solar wind. The ability to obtain high-cadence observations of

suprathermal minor ions, make investigations on the influence of heliospheric features
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on the suprathermal plasma possible. Wind’s unique and long orbit will help to

facilitate a wide array of studies, spanning solar cycles as well as plasma environments.

This first ICME study is important in the determination of the seed population for

the suprathermal plasma, but is only one of the first of many exciting discoveries

awaiting to be made from this dataset.
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